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Toy lor to Leave
Financial Aid Post

10 Faculty Members
Awarded Grants
by Joseph McAleer
Spring vacation was a rewarding
time for ten , Trinity faculty
•members this year, the recipients
of $40,000 in grants awarded annually by the Faculty Research
Committee. The announcement of
the winners on March 15
successfully completed the second
year of this program, designed to
encourage faculty members to
embark upon research in their
respective fields, by providing
funding that is not available to
much of the faculty,
The significance of this program,
according to Dr. Joseph Bronzino,
Professor of Engineering and
chairman of the seven-person
committee,.'is that these research
grants give "the faculty the opportunity to be revitalized in their
professional activities."
~~
All members of the faculty at
Trinity are eligible to apply for
three types of grants, Bronzino
said. The first of these provides for
a Sabbatical Leave Extension.
Since faculty members can apply
for an extension of their sabbatical
leave from one-semester to a full
academic year, one grant of $7000
is available through the Committee
for this purpose. Bronzino notes
Jjjj&gragtwa£ noj^awarded_ this .
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John Taylor, Director of Financial Aid.

ty, Andrew De Rocco which hinted
by Margaret Henderson
at his dismissal. Even after these
John Taylor, Director of Finan- conversations. Taylor related that it
cial Aid will not be returning to his was "still a shock to be told
post next year. This was confirmed verbally that my contract would not
by Assistant Dean of Faculty John be renewed." On January 9, .1.980
S. Waggett on Sunday. Taylor says Taylor was told by De Rocco that
that he has been dismissed from his contract would not be renewed.
the positionAt first Taylor understood that
When interviewed last week, his performance as Director of
Taylor outlined several stipulations Financial Aid was unsatisfactory.
under which the interview could be Later he received the impression
conducted. He stated first (hat, "I that the present , form of the
am not an advocate of Administra- position of director in charge of '
tor's carrying out their internal operations would be altered.
conflicts in the public press," and
Taylor worries that the 550-odd
he consented to be interviewed students with direct aid and the 200
"only 'because, my own efforts to to 300 students with indirect aid
get some straight answers have will be left without a director,
failed."
Taylor believes that the complexi-Secondly, he stressed that the ties of.financial aid at a college of
interview, "is not an attempt to get Trinity's size ''..require a director.
back at anyone in the Administra- Taylor would like the situation,
tion."- However, he does believe '"resolved in a manner which treats
"that there are clearly established me with the same sort of respect
facts which students and other that I,would treat someone else
interested parties have a right to with. If a change is to be made. I
know."
hope it will be beneficial to the
operations.
I'm interested in finanDuring the fall term, according
to Taylor, he engaged in- "circular, cial aid."
Taylor has worked here since
vague, confusing, and misleading"
conversations with Dean of Facul- January 1976. Previously he served
as Director of Financial Aid at
Hampshire College, from where he
was "enthusiastically drafted" to
como to Trvitiity-"to straighten out
the mess of his eight predecessors."
In a telephone conversation with
added that it's something most
the
Tripod. Dean De Rocco refused
CROW pledges "look forward to"
to comment on the actual reasons
anyway.
Asmus said that he does object to for Taylor's departure. He did
pledges having to "moon" traffic state, however, that he" hopes the
on Vernon Street and seeing Financial Aid Office can be repledges who are wearing three- organized and, "melded with the (
piece suits an,d have thrown up on. admissions staff to create a ;more
themselves. Asjnus has witnessed effective operation."
Taylor sent three letters, to De '
both of these occurrences outside
Rocco
asking for an explanation of
erf Psi U.
his firing, but says that he received
When asked if road trips (taking
no response as to the cause of his
pledges to an unknown spot and
dismissal. In a last attempt to
' making them find their way back).
discern : the reasons, Taylor arwere permissible, Asmus said he ranged an appointment with Defell they, were too dangerous. Rocco, and asked Mr. Arthur
Asmus summed up his feelingr by Johnson from Hartford, to act as an
restating "I'll, report it," and by 'impartial observer at the meetreminding the
representatives
ing. According to Taylor, confirmacont. on p . 3
tion of Johnson's attendance did
not come through until shortly
before the proposed meeting. De
Rocco refused-to see Taylor accompanied by Johnson. Taylor then
cancelled the meeting.
Phi Beta Kappa, an honor • When questioned about - the
society founded in 1776, is devoted meeting. De Rocco emphasized
to the encouragement of academic that he was not informed that
excellence. Students elected to the Taylor would be accompanied by
sDcietyare in the top 10% of their Johnson until ten'mfiiutes before
class and have the highest the proposed meeting. He conaccumulative academic averages.
sidered the meeting an internal
Three Phi Beta Kappa elections are college concern and did not wish an
held each academic year; the last outsider to observe the interview.
election will take place at Trinity in
May.
cont. on p. 4

Asrnus Warns Inter-Fraternity
Council oh Hazing Practices

Instead, the Committee decided it
was beneficial to create an adBy Sharon Ann Simoni
ditional award in the next categ&ry:
Hazing, the proposed fraternity
Individual Research Grants.
guidelines at Middlebury College,
Normally, up to five Individual
and Spring Weekend were topics of
Research Grants are available,
discussion at the Inter-Fraternity
each consisting of $2,750. AdCouncil (1FC), meeting held Monditional funds are available for
day. April 14.
traveling expenses^ library fees,
Present at the meeting were Tom
and>the like. When awarded such a
Chase representing Psi Upsilon
grant, Bronzino states,, the research
(Psi U). Andy Davis of Alpha Delta
undertaken by a faculty member
Phi (AD), Shaun Finnegan and
"must be significant, wellGary Palmer of Alpha Chi Rho
presented, and beneficial to both
; (Crow). -Bob Williams, of St.
the individual and the College."
Anthony:Hall (St.t,'A's)', and Bruno
The recipients, in addition, are
Jugovic of Pi-Kappa Alpha (PIKE).
expected to devote full-time to their
Marilyn .Moore of Delta Kappa
efforts.
during the summer
Epsilon (DKE).who is the IFC
months.
A
President, was unable to attend.
individual Research Grants for the
Wayne Asmus, IFC Advisor,
1980-1981 academic year include
emphasized that the President of
Dr. Frank M. Child III, Professor
the National IFC. and the President
of
Biology; Dr. Henry A.
of the New England IFC are very
DePhillips, Jr.. Professor of
concerned about hazing. Asmus
Chemistry; Leslie G. Desmangles,
stated that it is "easy for someone
Assistant Professor of Religion and
' to get hurt or even killed," and that
i.^^g.rcu.lt,ural';' Studies; /Dr. Borden
a hazing incident at Trinity "will
| | ^ ^ ^ | ^ | r ^ ' ^ r g ' ' * ; P r o f e s s ^ r .••'. • of;'
close the house, 1 guarantee."
History;' Dr. J:.•' Emfnett, Simmons, \[
Asmus also reminded the IFC
Associate Professor of Biology; and
representatives that hazing- is
Dr. Paul Smith, Professor of,
illegal according to (he National
English. In the event that any one ,
IFC. The National IFC considers
of these recipients cannot utilize
hazing to be anything that "protheir funds, Dr. Howard DeLong,
duces mental or physical injury."
Professor of Philosophy, was
Hazing also includes anything that
chosen as an alternate.
may interfere • with the pledge's
The third and final category of
work activities, or cause him
research funding consists of J o u r
excessive fatigue, or involves padJunior Faculty' Development
dling, memorization of non-fraterGrants, In this case, there is less
nity information, scavenger hunts
competition, Bronzino notes, for
or making the pledge wear embarpreference is given to the nonrassing apparel.
.
tenured members of the faculty.
the
National
IFC
has
put
out
a
Grants of $2,000 and more are available, each designed tov con- statement on hazing to be signed
tribute to the professional by all fraternities. Asmus went on
to mention two recent hazing
development of the junior faculty.
incidents
which back his position
Like those awarded Individual
that he will report it if he hears of
Research Grants, recipients of
any such incidences at.Trinity. One
incident took place at Cornell
cont. on p. 2

University, where a pledge was
told to sit in a sauna for two hours
and then do exercise. The'pledge
had a fatal heart attack.' The other
incident took place in Texas, where
a blindfolded pledge fell out of a
car, was run over and died. The
Sigma Pi fraternity was sued and
forced to pay over $1,000,000 in
damages.
. •.
The conversation turned to the
brighter side when Andy Davis
asked Asmus if "streaking" would
be illegal. Asmus chuckled and
stated that it; was "no big deal,"
especially since it takes place in the
dark and on the Long Walk. He ;
"would object, though, to having the
"streakers" run through the Ik
brary or by classes. Gary Palmer

21 Phi Beta Kappa
Scholars Named
bv Amy Johnson
On April 8, the second Phi Beta
Kappa election of this year was
held. Twenty-one seniors were
chosen to become members of the
Connecticut chapter of Phi Beta
Kappa.
The students who achieved this
honorable distinction are: David,
Clark Brooks, Lawrence Martin
Dowd,Edith Lanier Drew, William
Joseph D'uggan, William Edward
Engel, Kathleen Howell Fell,
Rebecca Jo Friedkin, Bruce Ira
Green, Susan Carlirie Gulino,
Peter Hay Halpert, Leonie Hershfield, Ann Coates.Lescher, Scott
Phillip Myers, Alice Mary
O'Connor, Roger Haydeck Read,
Michael Lawrence Salitan, Robert
William Schmidley, Mark Wade
Scroggs, Rowena Mae Summers,
Frederic Pierre Vigeron, and
Roderick Harold Wolfson.
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TRINITY COLLEGE '
IS APPLYING FOR k
THEATRE PERMIT
PERMITTEE-JOHN VODLLEY

Lloyd-Jones Advocates Use of
'Support Courses' in Curriculum
. ' '
By Kathy Whittemore

. . . be
. asked
_.._J to
.„ identify
iA<^*if,,them
tin>m the
theOpen
OoenCurriculum
Curriculumaspires
aspireswas
v, in
should
fact
being
realized".
'
(support courses) as a function of
Kenneth Lloyd-Jones, Professor what it considers to be the basic
An advocate of Trinity's Open
of Modern Language, has written a thrust of its own major". He cites Curriculum, Professor Lloyd-Jones
paper entitled "Thoughts on thesuch examples as a European feels that this unbinding system
Trinity Curriculum" which is yet History course or a , course in provides a goal for curriculum
another
contribution
to the Classics which could, serve as planning. It is a challenging form of
comprehensive review by thesupport courses for a Modern education and continually prods
faculty of the basics of a Trinity Language major. This' series of both student and teacher to look
education. Previously, the Tripod support courses would carry, toward a higher plane of learning.
has featured articles based on ideas perhaps, one-third to one-half of Professor Lloyd-Jones understands
on the curriculum voiced by the credits needed for the major. the merits of the system and is
Professors Hyland, Shoemaker and Thus, a ten-credit major would carefull to stress the fact that, "It j s
include four or five credits from
for us to reach more effectively
Child.
.the support area.
not for the mark to be shifted"
Professor Lloyd-Jones, while
fundamentally supportive of the
To organize these varied and
Trinity system as it now exists,,
Aside from his suggestions to
interacting offerings into a
does offer a few suggestions on
coherent set of courses for the provide a network of support.
how to upgrade that system
major, Professor Lloyd-Jones courses for the major, he maintains
without altering the idea behind it.
would "like to see the development that certain areas in the advising
He believes there should be a
of a standard form, to ;be kept as system ought to be refined and
strengthening of the advisor's role,
part of the student's regular enhanced. Because of the wide
and the enactment of a system of
dossier, on'which all courses were range of alternatives in the Open"
"support courses" for the major.
The Theatre Arts department is applying for a liquor permit for the
Curriculum, the role of the advisor
listed (with the advisor's mark of
These support courses would
Summerstage program.
approval) and grouped into major is even more vital for the direction
weave one field with, another in
courses, support courses, and each he provides for "a curriculum
keeping with the framework of the
of the non-major guideline areas". which forces you to make a bad
major, and therefore, by the sum of
This sort of tabulation, Lloyd-Jones choice is a bad curriculum."
their parts, produce a complete
realizes, might be just another
picture. Such support courses
He objects to the automatic
piece of paperwork. Yet, he feels
would be, in Professor Lloyd-Jones
assumption that the Freshman
that such a formal listing would
words, "para^departmental."
up, adding, "We are playing with
emphasize "the degree to which the Seminar instructors are advisors to
By Megan White
"Essentially," writes Professor
those students enrolled in
fire if we don't take the time to let
synthesis of knowledge to which
Lloyd-Jones, "each department
A discussion concerning amendseminars. This connection, Lloydccont.
o n t . oA
ort p.
p . 44
—:•>
• •
•
ments to the Constitution highJones feels, must be re-examined,
lighted the Student Government
He speaks of the possibility of
Association- meeting of April 14.
setting up an Advisor's wonkshop
The meeting was sparsely attendwhich would meet,1 from time to
ed, with barely a quorum of SGA
time. He also feels that, to trim off
Twenty-five proposals were the slack in the advising;system,
members present.
cont. from p . 1
Arts and recipient of a Junior
SGA President James Pomeroy these development grants are also Faculty Research Grant last year, submitted to the Faculty Research some professors who are both willmade the motion to suspend the expected to devote full-time to presents a fine example of the Committee for consideration this ing and adequately equipped ought
year, Bronzino notes, a figure that to take on more advisees. This
rule that requires proposed amend- their efforts.
tremendous range of opportunities
ments to be presented in writing,
The members of the faculty who available through the Faculty represents close to one-fourth of increase in the number of advisees
one week in advance of a meeting, received
Junior
Faculty Research Committee. Prior to last the Trinity faculty. He feels that might incur some form of financial
hoping that Constitutional amend- Development Grants for the 1980-- year, Dr. Bacon made plans to the competitive nature of the "compensatory relief" for the
ments could be made by sight at 1981 academic year are Alden R. publish a book based upon her awards "does lend to a feeling of advisor.
the year's remaining SGA meet- Gordon, Assistant Professor of dissertation, a study of the life and accomplishment in the faculty
ings. Pomeroy said that such Fine Arts; Jacob Wainwright Love work of New York architect Ernest members that receive them,"
Some renovation* may seem
sessions would be a way of111, Assistant Professor of Music; Flagg. With her research grant, she thereby "facilitating a better small, but they could provide a
"cutting out garbage in the Consti- Dr. C. Kenneth Quinones, was able to travel to Paris to morale and spirit" on campus.
meaningful take-off point for the
Bronzino praises the Adtution."
Assistant Professor of History; and complete the research that she was
increased awareness of the student
Andrew Teitz spoke out against Dr. Hoyt D. Warner, Assistant. unable to do before, due to the lack ministration for appropriating as to what his education entails,
the motion, insisting that it would Professor of Engineering and' of funds. Dr. Bacon gained access $40,000 (which will increase to according to Lloyd-Jones. The
sei a dangerous precedent and Mathematics. Dr. Diane C . to the Rational Archives of France, $43,500 next year)! but of the student should know the basic aims
General Fund for these grants,
would "effect the stability of the Zannoni, Assistant Professor of
and was able to do a complete
money in the (Of a Trinity education and expand
Constitution." He later commented Economics, was chosen as the walking tour of Paris to identify which he calls "seed:
1
future of the faculty. ' He notes that on them, all the while never losing
that some forethought would pre- alternate.
'
structures in the same architectural
Trinity is one of feiw institutions sight of the original purpose.
vent "scurulous or haphazard"
The experience of Dr. Mardges style as that of Flagg.
that provides grants tin this unique Practicalities must not, the
amendments from being brought Bacon, Assistant Professor of Fine
professor maintains, be cast aside
manner.
;
Next spring, the faculty members in favor of a blind pursuit of lofty
involved in the Faculty Research goals. As Professor Lloyds-Jones
program will make a formal concludes, "The journey of a
presentation to the community of thousand miles is said to begin with
- the results of their efforts. In this a single step, but it really begins
• way, both the Trinity Community with knowing where we hope to
and the Hartford Community can arrive. Let our eyes-be on the
share in the accomplishments distant peaks. And let us have both
feet on the ground.
funded by the Committee.

Charter Amendments
Debated by SGA

Faculty Research Committee
Awards $40,000 in Grants
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Kreps Explores Relationship of
Public Policy and Economics
true during her service in the
cabinet. She cited the rapid change
A large crowd of trustees, of the world situation and the
administrators, faculty, and stu- inability to achieve a concensus on
dents gathered last Wednesday the best possible methods for
night in the Austin Arts Center to solving problems. She noted that in
hear Juanita Kreps, former Secre- three years of debate between
tary of Commerce, deliver- the business and government over
annual Mead Lecture in Econom- energy policy, oil prices have gone
up 117%. Most legislation is
ics.
Kreps, who currently serves as watered down to maintain a
Vice President of Duke University, balance between a large number of
spoke about the economics disci- constituencies.
pline, its successes and failures,
Economists, Kreps emphasized,
and its relationship with the must adapt to these problems
formulation of public policy.
through the development of a
. Economists, according to Kreps, "broader perspective." Economwere viewed before the seventies ists must expand their scope of
as "useful citizens" whose preci- analysis and predictions to include
sion and expertise provided insight world markets. Economists , must
into current and future economic also be prepared .to deal with the
problems faced by the nation. political realities of many probHowever, with the seventies came lems, paying careful attention to
the advent'of "stagflation," rising the political decision making proenergy costs and interest rates cess. In order to facilitate the
which caused the government and greater effectiveness of economics
public to become dissatisfied with in public affairs, Kreps stated that
economists' predictions and their economists will have to maintain a
possible f solutions for these
working knowledge of other disciproblems.
plines. In a more direct piece of
Kreps stated that the. failure of advice, Kreps suggested ;; that
economics could be attributed to "when economists are right, they
either the failure of the principles, should consider themselves lucky.
or the problems of translating t h e ' When they are wrong, they should
principles into effective public admit it. The.trouble is that they
policy. Kreps then offered brief, often say more than they should
simple explanations of basic macro which is no surprise, as its more
and micro principles. Referring to costly to.be silent when they are
the "Common sense" explanations paid to talk."
of the concepts of diminishing
In response to questions from the
marginal utility and aggregate audience, Kreps stated that she
consumption and spending, Kreps doubted President Carter would
wondered why the economics pro- impose wage and price controls,
fession "had ma.de such a big deal that a balanced budget would have
out of them."
mainly a psychological impact^ on
According (o Kreps, the imple- consumers, and that she hoped that
mentation of economics principles the export of high ' technology
into public policy, not the concepts equipment to the Soviet Union
themselves, is what has not been would begin again after the resoluL'llcclive.Kreps found this to be tion of the Afghanistan affair.
By Richard Dahling

photo by lohn Haniv

North Campus residents washed a non-world's record of 57 cars on Saturday to raise money tor tne
dormitory. The students fell short of the world's record by over 300 cars.

Middlebury Frat Guidelines,
Spring Weekend Topics for IFC
cont. from p. 1
that it would be impossible to hide
a hazing incident at a small college
like Trinity.
Representatives expressed conccern over an article in the Middlebury College newspaper, The Middlebury Campus, which outlined
the College's proposed guidelines
on fraternities at Middlebury. One
of the guidelines specifies that as of
September 1, 1980, the College will
have bought all fraternity property.
No fraternity will be able to offer

Externships Provide
Career Insights for Students
44 Reap Benefits of Non-Academic Environment-\
by Jennifer Zaccara
The career externship program
offered during spring break proved
to be a rewarding experience for
the forty-four participants from
Trinity College.
The purpose of the externship
program is to help undergraduates
explore careers in fields- that they
are considering entering after
graduation. Students work with
their sponsor for one week,
learning the daily demands of a
particular job. This program often
offers students their first real
glimpfse at work in a non-academic
environment.
Cheryl Ives, Assistant Director
of Career Counseling, explained
'ihat the, . externship program
provides" a mixture, of observation,
discussion, and some introductory
experience which blend to give the
students a more accurate perception of a career. She commented, "We want the students to
realistically assess a JOD situation
and not carry around any myths
about .a certain field of work."

The externship program has
become increasingly diversified as
student interest has improved.
Some of the opportunities available
include work in the fields of
'photographic journalism^ ar"chitecture, veterinarian medicine,
agrarian research and world
nutrition. A few students who were
interested in law were able to
attend court hearings and
"shadow" a lawyer through his
daily routine. Carolyn Ginsburgh
spent a week working with Attorney Emily Sullivan in Hartford.
Ginsburgh was able to sit in on
federal court proceedings as well as
a pre-trial hearing and a full day of
law school at the University of
Connecticut. She felt that : the
experience was highly rewarding
and offered her a valuable insight,
to. a career in law.

and interior layouts. Her most
valuable experience was speaking
with Mr. Woodard for two hours in
a question and answer period about
the architectural field. Carpenter
mentioned that she was pleased to
find oul that in his estimation, a
liberal arts education was extremely valuable to an architect.
There are also many opportunities to work outside of
Hartford, Students that were involved in this year's program
worked in Vermont, Connecticut,
Virginia, and New York. Most of
the sponsor's are Trinity alumni or
parents of Trinity students, but
there are also "unrelated" sponsors. Some participants found their
own sponsors and worked with the
career counseling center to set up a
p'rogram that would satisfy theirown unique interests.

Ellin Carpenter was also involved in the externship program,
working with Dave -Woodard,
The externship program is an
an architect in Hartford. Ellin " excellent means for students to
looked at actual plans, and conobtain knowledge about a career
tributed her own efforts in drafting
which they may be unable to obtain
in a classroom situation. Many
other schools, such as Williams
College, have adopted an externship program. Currently,
Elections for positions on the TRIPOD Editorial Board for the;
according to Ives, the prograiri at
1980 Christmas Term will-be held on Sunday, April 27th, at 3:00
Trinity is the most well developed!
p.m. in the TRIPOD Office,-located on the lower level of Jackson
Students are encouraged to participate and should speak to Cheryl
dormitory.^.'.'••
''*"
,Ives early within the fall semester if
Positions open include Editor, Managing Editor, News, Sports,
they are interested. Individuals are
Hartford, Arts, and Photography Editors. Also available are
responsible for their own housing,
Contributing and Copy Editor positions (three each), Announcetransportation and expenses. The
ments, Business, Advertising, and Circulation Manager positions.
dorm rooms will be open during
Nominations are open to any member of. the student body.
spring vacation for those students
Nominations must be made in writing and submitted to Box 1014 no
who decide to work in Hartford.
later than 12 noon on Friday, April 25th.

Tripod Elections

dining services at that time either, care of each pledge and to make
and the members will have to sure that the pledges do not fall
utilize the dining services provided behind in their studies.
Wayne Asmus asked IFC memby the College. If a fraternity fails
to achieve its maximum occupancy, bers what the role of frats during
the College will assign non-frater- Spring Weekend will be. Shaiin
nity members to the unoccupied Finnegan responded by saying the
room spaces. Frats must conduct SGPB will provide "only the band,
an "open rush" that has been no beer, e t c . " and the "IFC does
approved by the College. No rooms everything again." The represenin the houses may be structurally tatives decided to use the "bracelet
changed without approval, and system" (those who have paid
water beds are not permitted. All receive a bracelet as proof) for
fraternity parties must be register- selling beer. Also, the frats will
ed two days in advance, the amount individually hold Softball games.
of alcohol served must be and other various sporting events,
approved, and advertisements for including go-cart .races which will
take place by the library, so Vernon
parties may not mention alcohol,
Street will not have to be closed as
Within the proposed Middlebury it was last year.
guidelines is the contradictory
Asmus announced that .the IFC
statement that, "The College does money that has been missing fron\
recognize that fraternity houses its bank account has been returned.
have traditionally been different in James Arnold borrowed the money
various ways from the -College and said he was planning to return
dormitories and it will endeavor to it and that he "had it on a list of
help preserve a distinctive charac- things to d o , " according to Wayne
ter to the fraternities." Andy Davis Asmus.
. I . - ; '
responded to the article by saying
The IFC members also discussed
that it seems like Middlebury is the possibility of having; a "food
trying to "get rid of the heritage" consortium" whereby the fraterniat the fraternities and that there ties would buy all thieir food
"seems like no incentive" to join a together. The benefits *ould infraternity.clude better service, iriorejdiversity
in meals, and a substantial
The Board of Fellows and some savings 'in costs, while !brothers
alumni are not "happy about fresh- would still be able to eat in their:
man rushing, according to Asmus, individual, fraternity houses. 'The
All the frats on campus currently problem of storing the food may. be
rush freshman except for St. A's.
a problem to those frats wjiich
Davis felt strongly that it is presently receive some :types ,<rf'
important to rush freshmen be- : foods daily.
.. • •;
cause these freshmen usually beThe IFC plans- to have some
come the frat's "leaders"- in later
years, since they know the most "Leadership Seminars"] which
would include "modules"; pertainabout how the frat runs.
ing to decision-making, time manAsmus felt that the problems agement, leadership, planning,
with freshmen rushing is that many and/or management change.
have not been away from home
before, some are not used to so
mcch freedom, and some are slow
to adjust to their course load; and
. during the second semester (when
freshmen are usually rushed), most
freshmen are trying to make up for
their mistakes during their first
term. Asmus also felt that- some
freshmen may not really want to
become members but are just
"caught u p " in the idea of
becoming a fraternity brother.
The representatives from Crow
and Psi U explained that each
pledge is assigned a brother who
knows the pledge's tests and
assignment schedules Both frats
emphasize that work always conies
first. AD has four brothers take

The IFC decided that its budget
money for next year would be three
dollars per member, which is the
usual IFC budget amount. The IFC
will be receiving $400.00 from the
Budget Committee to sponsor an
event this fall term, which will have
no admission charge. The IFC must j
also pu't up S400.00 for the event. |
The questionnaires pertaining to
fraternities have not yet been
completely evaluated. One of the ' •
boxes of completed questionnaires
was accidentally thrown away by
the janitorial staff, but it is not
expected that these lost questionnaires will affect the evaluation
results. At its nexi meeting the IFC
planned to discuss the results of
the questionnaires.
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David Johansen, Robin Lone
to Headline Spring Weekend

Gerald Tannebaum wtil present the Chinese feature film "Dr.
Norman Bethune" on Thursday April 24 in McCook Auditorium at
7:30 pm. Tannebaum, who spent many years living in China, is the
star of the film. He will give a talk after the film.

by Mary Ann Connors
As part ot Spring Weekend 1980,
Trinity students will have the
opportunity to see David Johansen
and Robin Lane in concert on
Saturday, May 3 at 1:00 or 1:30
The Student Government Planning Board (SGPB) is responsible
for organizing and running the
dance and concert on Spring
Weekend.
According to Mark Italia, President of the SGPB, "Robin Lane is a
combination of New Wave and rock
'n' roll. Neither Johansen nor Lane
is mello at all." Larry Dowd, a
Trinity student, stated, "This
concert is about the closest thing to
the Rolling Stones this campus will
probably see."
According to Italia, the 1979 Jazz
and Pop Critics' Poll rated Robin
Lane and the Chartbusters number
23 for their singles entitled "Why
Do Ya Tell Lies?" and "When
Things Go Wrong." Both singles
were released in 1979.

Campus Racism and Sexism
Subject of Panel Discussion
by Kathy Whittemore
A - panel discussion on the
subject of racism and sexism at
Trinity was held in McCook
auditorium last Thursday night.
Counselor George Higgins, Mather
Campus Center Director Wayne
Asmus, Professor Kaja Silverman,
and Trinity students Gene "Macey"
Russell and Julia Cooper participated in the fqrum and fielded
questions from the mostly female
audience. Dean Winer moderated
the event.
Russell spoke about the
pressures within the black student
body at Trinity. Because of the
small number of blacks on campus,
he remarked, social interaction can
at times be strained. With only
about seventy blacks on campus, interaction can become uncomfortable. This problem is, even
more heightened by the distinctly
heterogeneous nature of the black student body. Russell noted that
perhaps many are not aware that
the backgrounds of the black
minority at..Trinity are as wideranging as the backgrounds of the
white majority on campus.
College Counselor Higgins

spoke about the decrease in the
number of males making use of the
Counseling
Center
since
coeducation began at Trinity. He
remarked on the forces of male
peer group pressure and the role
that the fraternities play in this
matter. The panel and audience
lapsed into a heated discussion on
fraternities, and on the sort of male
comradeship that espouses sexism.
Most of the members of the

people know about amendments in
advance. If we're not careful we'll
get burned."
kobert Herbst noted that,
"Things in the Constitution are
basic and deserve some reflection
and thought." SGA Vice President
Gavin Reardon feared that should
the rule be suspended, individuals
would be "spouting off amendments and nothing would be
passed."
Discussion was closed and the
vote taken. The motion was defeated with 25 opposed, nine in
favor, and one abstention.
In other business, Pomeroy
announced that there were three
spots open to students on the
Curriculum Committee.. and that
seven or eight applications had
been received.The Steering Board
is to make the nominations in the
near future. Pomeroy also informed
the SGA that the Connecticut Irish
Caucus would meet at Trinity on
May 1 in Boyer Auditorium.
Craig Vought, head of the
Mather Committee, announced
that James English, Vice President
of Finance and Planning, had
informed him that the College may

have the opportunity to break down
sexist attitudes when there are still
discriminatory organizations on
campus. "We have to give women a
chance," 'she emphasized, "now
they don't have a ghost of a
chance".

audience advocated abolishins the fraternities as a way to start the
process of erasing sexist attitudes.
Dean Winer seemed to think that
such a reduction was not the entire
Julie Cooper, A visiting student
solution since substitute structures
from Mount Holyoke College
would rise up and take their place.
spoke of her social experience at
All agreed that the fraternities will
Trinity. She found that there was
be
the
strongest
social
suspicion and indifference on the
organizations on campus as long as
, part of the Trinity women she met
they are in existence.
-here. Cooper said that Trinity
Wayne Asmus brought up the, females seemed to feel that she was
point that Trinity has to compete largely interested in meeting men.
with the fraternities if it was to For this reason, Cooper found it
break them down. He noted that easier to make male friends than
the six houses were better female ones until later in the year.
equipped for social functions than
This panel discussion was the
the Mather Campus Center.
first
of two held as part of the
Professor- Kaja Silverman added
that the Women's Center,' a mostly celebration of Ten Years of Co:^.Educatiou at Trinity. The second
one will emphasize sexism in its
• relation to academics, and will be
held
tonight
in
McCooic
Auditorium.

Transportation Head
Elected by SGA
cont. from p. 2

female organization, had acquired
a reputation much different from
that of the fraternities. While men
are known as "brothers", the
women are called names, and often
are suspected of being, "strange",
said Silverman. Professor Silverman declared that women do not

have concrete pians by this fall
concerning the re-designing *of
Mather. When questioned as to the
amount of student input that had,
been received, Vought replied,
"Probably none, as usual." Pomeroy noted, however, that there
had been three students sitting on
the Mather Committee.
Pomeroy stated that the Housing
Advisory Committee had held
hearings and that ratings had been
rhanged on only a few rooms.
According to Pomeroy, next year,
no freshmen will be housed in New
South Campus, Jones "Pits", or
High Rise, and that Jones third will
be coed'
Andrew Teitz stated that the
deadline for budget appeals had
passed and that the SGA would
begin hearing appeals on May 5.
Finally, : Tom Hefferon gave
notice of the amendments to the
Standing Committee on Transportation, and a motion to make
Hefferon head of the Transportation Committee was met by.acclamation.
Pomeroy closed the meeting,
reminding members that election
of pro-tem officers would be held
on May 5.

Italia stressed that, "The exact fantastic concerts and big name
show we're putting on here for people." The reason for this is
nothing was put on at Dartmouth "(hey have a huge arena and the
on April 3. Prices for the Wesleyan Student Government
Dartmouth concert were $7.50 for doesn't put the concert on. It is
privately put on by big agencies
student tickets."
that book for the Civic Center "
The Johansen-Lane concert will
Italia also pointed out that, "Wesbe held on the quad "weatherleyan students only get a discount
permitting and Buildings and
of $1.00 or $2.00 for each concert "
Grounds permitting," said Italia.
To explain .what he meant by
In addition to the Saturdav
"Buildings and Grounds permit- concert, Spring Weekend will
ting," Italia replied, "Last year, it include a Friday night dance from
rained the day before the concert 9:00 p.m. to 1:00 a.m. featuring the
on Spring Weekend. B&G would band "Eight to the Bar."
not set up the staging, and so we
Last year for Spring Weekend,
had to have it inside."
senior Dave Fitzpatrick coordinated
Bids of SI,500 for Robin Lane games and races with the fraterniand $2,500 for David Johansen ties. These frisbee games a,n4
were made by the SGPB. Addition- various races were held on the
al costs for the concert include $900 quad prior to the concert.
for lights and sound, and money for , This year, however, said Italia,
the electrician and piano, bringing "As far as I know, no games are
the to.tal, cost of the concert to scheduled for Spring Weekend.
The fraternities haven't gotten in
approximately $6,000.
contact with me."
"We had to scrape and borrow
from other accounts to put Spring
Weekend on because we only had
$3,500 originally, and $3,500 would
have gotten us nothing," Italia
said. "For me," he added, "this
concert is a success already, I just
want to meet these guys."
Italia is often asked why Trinity
does not sponsor major concerts.
He staled, "We have no facilities
to put on a big.show; People always
ask why Wesleyan gets such

T-shirts were sold for Spring
Weekend last year, but, according
to Italia, "This was a private
affair." In order to obtain and sell
t-shirts, "we' have to go through
Budget Committee."
"Our (SGPB's) sole responsibility for Spring Weekend is for the
Friday nigh! dance beforehand and.
the concert on Saturday," said
Italia. "That's it. Sunday is a
recuperating day." '

De Rocco Labels Taylor's
Allegations as 'untrue'
cont, from p. 1
De Rocco agreed to see Taylor at
the appointed time, but without
Johnson.
Taylor made a third stipulation
before the Tripod interview: "Because of the first two reason's and
because I have already been,
threatened with a loss of support in
re-locating" to another position if I
make any 'waves' concerning my
dismissal, there are many issues
that I do not wish to inake public,at
this time. However,'I- projfuse full

disclosure of these issues iSsuch,
threats continue or if the individuals involved continue to ignore
my re9Ue*s^$o,j>aistraight-forward
response rcgatiWjJiWfetn^oi\<; for
the termination of my contract with
the College.',' Taylor would not
disclose the identity of those
individuals involved.
De Rocco was surprised to learn
of:"any. "threats" made to Taylor.
He denied that anyone in the
Administration made such;threats
^and regards the allegations "as
"untrue."

Senior Fellowships
Three seniors havewon fellowships to help finance graduate
study.
Eric Grevstad has been awarded
the Mary A. Terry Fellowship for
graduate study in arts and

sciences. Grevstad will receive
$1800 for two years of study.
The H.E. Russell fellowship of
$1800 for two years of graduate
study was awarded to Michelle
Herrera.

lohnHarriv

Sun starved Trinity students crowded onto the quad Saturday for a SGPB sponsored concert. More sun
chaser pictures on page 10.
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State Legislature
Acts on Hot Issues

:en,"

4

by Patty Hooper
The Connecticut State Legislature was active last week, voting on
a number of "hot" issues that have
been brought up during this
session.
*
A bill to raise the legal drinking
age in the state Qf Connecticut from
18 to 20 was killed in the House of
Representatives by a vote of 81-59,
a surprisingly wide margin considering many of the state's
lawmakers were predicting that the
measure would pass.
This vote means that the raising
of the drinking age is basically a
dead issue for the 1980 session of
the General Assembly.
Prior to the defeat of the bill,
Representative Phyllis Kipp, RMystic, proposed the exemption in
the bill which would have kept
members of the armed forces from
being affected by the bill. Kipp
stated that the exemption would
solve once and for all the objections
raised based on the argument that
if 18 year olds are old enough to
fight, they are old enough to drink.
This amendment passed 73-68,
much to the surprise of many
legislators, including Kipp.
The debate that took place on the
proposed bill was described as a
rerun of last year, by many of the
lawmakers. The primary concern of
gislators is that 18 and 19
friends with HqUor'-and 'exposing
them to the "drinking culture."
Opponents of the bill stated that
while there is a definite drinking
problem among youths, the problem is not necessarily the fault of
the 18 and 19 year olds. The
solution suggested was more
education, especially concentrating
on the..problem, of 'drinking and
driving.
Also killed) last week was a bill
which would have placed a oneyear mandatory jail sentence pn
those convicted of carrying a gun
without a permit. The proposal lost
by a margin of 85^54.

The gun control issue had
brought more than 3,000 persons to
a hearing on a previously proposed
more stringent measure that was
under consideration last month.
The original bill would have
banned the possession of a handgun, except in cases where it was
required for the person's job. It
would have also required those who
^alredy own handguns to give them
up to police.
The legislature approved ' a
measure which will allow Sunday
betting at dog races at the
Plainfield Dog Track and the
state's three jai alai frontons. This
bill passed by a vote of 73-63. This
bill was then passed on to the
Senate. This bill did, however,
provide that the tracks and frontons
close down at least one day per
week, the way that they presently *
do on Sundays."
The bill was amended to allow
the state to take a bigger chunk of
the bejting pool, expecting an
increase from 18 to 19 percent in
the use of the facilities. This would*
raise an estimated S2.7 million for
the state.
Governor Grasso, however, has
been sticking by her guns with her
policy of "never on Sunday"
regarding state gambling. Grasso
feels that Sunday should be kept as
a day for family togetherness arid
lj
bbservances.
On the bill before the legislature
which would ban the sale of drag
paraphernalia, many lawmakers
expressed concern that the bill
would be found unconstitutional.
Regardless of these feelings, the
bill passed the House by a vote of
140-2.
This bill, in addition to banning
the sale of drug paraphernalia,
would make, the use of or possession with intent to use of the
paraphernalia a misdemeanor and
would expand the definition of the
term "paraphernalia" to include

f

f AR[.

With the killing of the proposed "drinking age" bill in the state legislature, the fight over whether the
drinking age should be raised to 19 or 20 appears to be a dead issue for the 1980 session of the General
Assembly.
~ ..
photo by Tom M e r r i l l
any product that can be used for
the cultivation, harvesting, and
ingestion of drugs.
It was, noted by ore of the
opponents of the bill that this
definition would ban the sale of
"Ortho-Gro," a widely used plant
food. Rep. Richard Tulisano, IDRocky Hill stated, "It's ridiculous."

In the State Senate last week, the
lawmakers voted 30-6 in favor of
repealing the act which bans the
sale of alcohol on Election Day.
In other alcohol-related bills
before the- Senate, the Senate
version of the bill which would
raise the drinking age from 18 to 19
was killed by a vote of 22-14. The
Senate also voted to allow 16 year

olds to work in liquor establishments provided they do not handle,
sell, mix, or serve alcoholic beverages. In addition, the Senate voted
to allow taverns to sell wine in
addition to beer and hard cider.
The latter two bills had the
backing of the Associated Restaurants of Connecticut, an industry
lobbying group.

Area Company Teams Lead
Superwafk for March of Dimes
by Patty Hooper
The second annual March of
Dimes "Superwalk" took place in
Hartford on Sunday with over 2,000
people participating in this daylong event.
Last year, over 2,300 people
participated, raising over $60,000
for the March of Dimes. This year,
officials of the event expect to bring
in even more.
The Superwalk route is 30
kilometers around Hartford and
West Hartford. The walk began at
8:00 a.m. at the State Armory

located on Brpad Street. The hikers
then moved east on Capitol Avenue
to Elm, Gold, and Main Sreets.1
They then proceeded down Majn
Street until they reached Asylum
Street. They continued out Asylum
Street to Scarborough, and thenonto Albany Avenue as far as
Bishops Corner. From there, they
were directed south on North Main
Street in West Hartford until they
reached Farmington Avenue. From
there, they headed south on
Mountain Road to the Boulevard.
From the Boulevard, they walked

south on South Main Street to New
Britain Avenue and then north on
South Quaker Lane to Farmington
Avenue. From Farmington Avenue, the walkers continued until
they reached Broad. Street, where
the walk-a-thon -ended, again,, at
trie State Armory.
Sponsors of the event included
G. Fox and Company, the Hartford
Lions Club,••WTIC-l080. vhe Hanford Kiwanis, the Hartford Lioness
Club, Rutherford Travel Agency,
and ihe West Hartford Lions. Also
cont. on p. 6

Hartford In Brief
Asbestos Found in Water Pipes
The state health services released last week a list of
ten Connecticut towns found to date which are served
. by "water companies having some sections of plastic. Hired asbestos-cement drinking water pipes. - The
number might be revised upward as additional
information becomes available.
i ne towns which "have been affected so far are:
Enfield, Griswold (Jewett City), Ledyard, Groton,
North Stonington, Danielson, Eas1 Lyme, Simsbury,
Norwich, New Hartford. The ten towns'are served by a
total of twelve water utilities.
Mate health officials said the plastic-lined pipe may
release significant amounts of tetrachloroethylene - or
TCE - into drinking water. Thepossible cancer causing
chemical is used in applying the plastic to the pipe.
TCE is of concern because tests on laboratory
animals show that it produces cancer when sufficient
amounts are consumed over the lifetime of the animal.
For the time being, residents of areas using the
affected water are being advised to boil their water for
five minutes or to drink bottled water.

Transit Onion Averts Strike/
Union leaders af Connecticut Transit reached an
agreement Friday with negotiators for the state owned
bus company, averting a strike which seemed imminent
at the beginning of the week.
,
• Had the bus strike occurred, 740 union transit
workers would have walked off the job, grinding bus

service in the cities of Hartford, Stamford, and New
Haven to a halt.
•
'
Union officials stated that the wage increases lie
within the wage and price guidelines set iip by the
Carter administration.
Workers will receive increases of 35 cents the first
year and 40 cents the second year. These workers now
earn between $5.97 and $7.96 per hour.
Union members were threatening to stage a "sick
out" if an agreement were not reached. About 40
workers called in sick on Thursday, double the number
of the usual amount of absentees. There are
approximately 350 drivers employed in the three cities.

SNETCO Asks for Increase
The Southern New England Telephone Company
announced* last week that it is requesting SJIO million
annualincrease in revenue from the State,Division of
Public Utility Control, If the regulatory commission
approves the increase, it willc ost residential users of
phone service from $2.10 to $2.83 more per month on
the basic monthly service "charge.
SNETCO is also asking for an increase from ten cents
to twenty cents for local calls from a pay telephone.
SNETCO is asking for the increase in order to offset
the high rate of inflation. The basic monthly rates for
residential customers are now $6.03, $6.94, and $8.12
depending on the number of telephones in an
exchange. These rates would increase to $8.13, 59,36,

and $10.95. Hartford, Bridgeport, Manchester, and
New Haven are some of the municipalities located in
the more expensive exchange areas.

Peach Proposes City Budget
In his proposed budget for the 1980-1981 fiscal year,
Hartford City Manager Donald Peach stated that there
will need to be a property tax increase of about five
mills.
A mill equals one dollar in taxes on every $1,000 of
assessed property value. '
-The budget requests from the different departments
totalled $181 million, about $18 million more than city
officials believe will be available through revenues. The
Police, Fire, and Public Works Departments have asked
for the largest increases, with their total budget
requests equaling about S34.5 million, up approximately $7 million from last year.

Gardner Wants Cable Franchise
Hartford Councilman Sidney Gardner has proposed
that a consortium of towns purchase the Hartford Cable
TV franchise to lake advantage of the expected
revenues. It is expccied that Hartford may be
completely wired for cable by the,end of this year.
Gardner said the franchise could be purchased by the
area towns and they could pool funds and bonding
authority to buy the franchise and use it for educational
and entertainment purposes.
•
j
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Hartford
Drinking Age Bill Sparks
Alternative Proposals

This view of the Capitol building, taken from the railroad station at
Union Place, shows the scaffolding still covering the outside of the
structure. The renovations which were started at the close of the
1979 session of the General Assembly, are costing the state S8.8
million.

photo by R. Michael Hall

by Carl SchiessI
In addition to initiating a proA bill to raise the minimum legal
bably landslide increase in regisdrinking age from 18 to 20 was
tration into the armed forces, the
killed by the House of Representa- lawmaker mentioned that the extives during last Tuesday's session.
emption permitted those persons
The 81-59 vote showed a surpriswith positive identification as a
ingly wide margin, since many
member of the United States
legislators had predicted that [he
Armed Forces to drink, under the
measure would pass.
•
existing provisions of the amendment. Rep. Morgan then anThe vote indicates that the
nounced that his 17 year-old son
proposed increase in the drinking
was a member of the National
age in Connecticut is a dead issue
Guard, and would therefore be
for the 1980 session of the General
permitted to consume alcoholic
Assembly.
beverages. In essence, rather than
Before the House voted to reject
raising the minimum drinking age
the bill, it approved an amendment
to 20, the right to drink would be
that would have exempted memextended to a select younger
bers of the armed forces from the
group, who had previously not
increase in the drinking age.
been permitted to drink.
Representative Phyllis T. Kipp,
R-Mystic, proposed the exemption
During the course of the debate,
for those in J h c military, saying
many other proposals were offered,
that, it would end objections to
among them a provision to raise the
raising the: drinking age based on
drinking age to 19, to raise the age
the argument fjiat if 18 year olds
for package store purchase of
are old enough to fight and die for. alcoholic beverages'to 20 and leave
their country, they are old enough
the age for drinking in bars and
to drink.
, restaurants at 18, and to phase in a
The exemption passed 73.-68, to
higher drinking age over the nexl
two years. All those proposals were
the obvious surprise of many
defeated. '
legislators. Following this action,
Representative Chester W. MorLasJ year, Governor Grasso
gan, D-Vernon, rose to point out to vetoed a bill to raise the age to 19
the body the bizarre implications of
for buying alcoholic beverages ii:
;
this amendment.
,
package stores, keeping the age at
18 for bars. She said at the time
that ahe was concerned that the
measure might be unconstitutional.
Mrs. Grasso said again this year
' that she opposed raising the
signed to help millions of entrvlevcl runners get started safely into
running programs, Run For Life is
an educational running program
that is comprised of a 26 minute
movie, a 26 page booklet, a 14 week
cont, from p. S
running course and National Run
sponsoring the charity walk were
For Life Day, now in its second
WT1C-96 and Coca Cola.
year, which is the largest, running
Walking in the event were area
evenf in the world.
: .'.
Approximately 1,500 runners,' company. teams wearing tee-shirts
from their company with the
including many noted Hartfordites,
Superwalk logo on the back. This
will run a 1.1 mile loop around
year there were approximately 40
Bushnell Park and the State Capitol
company teams in the event, one of
building to gather pledges for rriiles
the largest coming from several of
run.
the state's departments such as the
Stale Department of Labor.
With runs scheduled in cities
There were participants of all
nationwide and governors, includages in the event.
ing Ella Grasso, proclaiming April
As of 10:30, three of the
26 the national day of running,
participants had returned. These
National Run For Life Day has
three had jogged the 30 kilometer
become the world's largest noncourse.
competitive running event.

National Run For Life Day
to be Held in Bushnell Park
World class marathoner Frank
..Shorter will lead the second annual
National Run For Life Day at
' Bushnell • Park in Hartford on
Saturday, April 2b.
, Connecticut Mutual Life Insurance Company and the American
Heart. Association will co-sponsor
the event. The race course will be
around Bushnell Park, and will _
include runners of all levels.
The non-competitive: : running
event' will raise money . for heart
research, education, and community service programs of the
Greater Hartford Affiliate; of the
Heart Association;
Describing the success of Hartford's 1929 event, Philip C. Stevens, National Run For Life Day
Director, announced "Hartford received the 'Number One in the
East' Award because eleven hun-

dred runners in the day's event
raised $50,000, the largest amount
collected in any city in the
northeast. We are looking forward
to an even better turnout this
year." Three quarters of a million
dollars was raised by 30,000
runners in 115 cities on National
Run For Life Day all over the
country. '
'
Casual joggers as well as experienced runners are encouraged to
run from one to ten miles in the
uritimed "fun,run." Last year there
were such diverse entrants as a
man in a wheelchair, a woman on
crutches, and a Beagle puppy.
Initiated in April, 1978 by
Connecticut Mutual, Run For Life
is the oniy nationwide public
service running-for-fitness program developed in cooperation
with the president's Council on
Physical Fitness and Sports. De-

Superwqlk Attracts
2000 People

Andrew Young to Spea k at U Ha rt
Andrevy .-' Young, former U.S.
ambassador to the United Nations,
will speak on American foreign
policy a( a public lecture, at the
University of Hartford on Tuesday,
April 29. The appearance of the
former congressman ' and civil
rights leader in the University's
' Physical Education Center ..at 8
p.m. will be sponsored by the
••' University's Black Peoples Union
(B.P.U.)
•'••..• His appearanee on April 29 is a
rescheduling of an earlier postponed talk he was to have given in
February.
The outspoken Young, long
involved in civil rights, in recent
months reportedly was active in
efforts to resolve the hostage crisis
in Iran.
A nalive of New Orleans, Young

is rt graduate of Howard University
and liie Hartford Theological Seminary. He is an ordained minister of
the United Church of Christ. Young
became associated with the late Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr.. during the

Montgomery,- Ala., bus boycott in
the mid-1950s.
.
^
After, working for the National
Council of Churches,, he joined Dr.
King's Southern Christian Leadership Conference (S.CL.C.) in the
parly 1960s later to become executive director of that organization.
His work with S.C.L.C. included
voter registration and community
development programs. He participated in numerous campaigns for
racial integration throughout the
South and was with Dt. King when
King was fatally shot in Memphis
in 1-968.
. ••• '
• Elected to the U.S. House of
Representatives in1 1972, .Young
represented an Atlanta area district
that was 40 per cent black.
• As Georgia's first black congressman since Reconstruction, he
was re-elected in 1974 and 19.76.
Young played a major part in
Jimmy Carter's .presidential campaign of 1976,'helping the former
Georgia governor win support from
blacks and white liberals. • In

drinking age and would be inclined
to veto it. Her reasons were again
based on the charge that the bill
would be unconstitutional, as well
as lack of proof- that a lower
minimum drinking age would be a
worthwhile starting point to battle
the problem of alcoholism.
The debate on Tuesday featured
familiar themes both for and
against the bill. The increase in
youthful traffic accidents involving
alcohol in the state was the major
argument for the measure. Yet
according to reports, from such
organizations as the Connecticut
Alcohol and Drug Abuse Council,
as well as research performed by
individual legislators, this trend in
accidents was not attributed only to
youthful drivers, bin to drivers in
most age groups.
Many legislators reflected the
opinion of Representative John W,
Atkin. D-Norwalk. who said that ifConncclicul raised the age more
young persons would drive to other
states, primarily to New York,
where the drinking age is 18.
Representative Robert C. Sorenson, D-Meriden, said, "You would
have to be blind not to admit that
there is a problem. But it is not a
problem that is solely contained
between the ages of 18 and 21. The
solution is more education, aimed
at combating the problem of
drinking and driving. Simply raisitig the. dtinj£j££jlg«» will not begin
to saty©

December of 1976 he was appointed ambassador to the United
Nations by President-elect Carter.
He has maintained that majority
rule in South Africa- can be
achieved by non-violent means and
that U.S. support for such an effort
would gain third world support for
American policies on energy and
the Mideast.
Young resigned the U.N, post in
August, 1979, after meeting with a
Palestine Liberation Organization
diplomat in violation of s.tated U.S.
government policy.
Tickets for Young's speech: are
available_ on weekdays, starting
Monday, April 14,-from 8:30 a\m.
to 4:30. p.m. at the B.P.U. office
Jand the information desk in the
University's
Gengras
Student
Union at 82 for University of
Hartford students and- personnel
and $3 for the general public.
Tickets may also: be purchased the
night of the speech at the Physical
Education Center-for $3:- "•';:-\----

The money collected from the
walk-a-thon is on a cents or dollars-'
per-mile walked' basis. According
to Bonny Fabres, one of the
officials from the March of Dimes,
there were at least 2.000 participants in the event, however the
final totals would not be available
until the middle of the week. She
did state, however, that there could
be as many as 3.000 people walking
this year.
The March of Dimes is a : .
non-profit organization dedicated
to the research and cure of various
birth defects.

MAD MURPHY'S
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT NIGHTl Y
Tues., April 22 - Street Temperture
Wed., April 23 - 8 to the Bar
Thurs., April 24 - Van Doren
Fri., April 25 -Northern Rhythm
Sat., April 26 - The Relievers
Sun., April 27 - Storm

OPEN LATE, UOVB$
22 UNION; PLACE;
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Editorial
If s Not Worth The Effort
Last week, Trinity students were treated to the
newest edition of the SGA Course Evaluation booklet.
We noticed that improvements have been ma'de in the
course evaluations.. Gpne are the weak attempts of
applying statistical analysis to evaluation questions.
Gone also are the courses evaluated which were listed
as having " u n k n o w n " response rates. It is good to see
that each course evaluated has a listing of the number
of students who completed the evaluation forms.
However, we still believe that, for a number of
reasons, it is difficult to justify continuing these
evaluations. Our main concern is participation in the
evaluation process. What the booklet doesn't sav is that
42% of the courses given in the 1979 Christmas Term
are not even evaluated. In addition, the average
response rate for courses that were evaluated is a paltry
36%. Some courses are analyzed with as little as 10%
of the students participating in the evaluation process.
Given that a course with a 10% response rate was
published in the booklet, one can imagine the lack of
responses turned in for the 42% of the other courses
that did not appear in the booklet.
We also question how random course comments can
be synthesized to produce a fair evaluation of courses.
The following two quotations are good examples:
"Unlike other professors at Trinity, she is very
approachable and extremely interested in the students'
full understanding of the material." " H a l f of the
students considered the course moderately difficult and
interesting, while the other half evaluated the class as
slow and boring.",
' ,
After reading these quotations, one gets the
impression that Diane Zarinoni is the only professor at
Trinity who is approachable and extremely interested in
the students' understanding of course material, and
that the students in Professor Wheatley's English 296
were divided in their evaluation of the course. A closer
look reveals that only 7 out of 18 students completed
evaluations for English 296, which leaves puzzled
readers wondering what is meant by " h a l f " .
the'isecpnd.-gtraight year, a quotation compares
George Cooper to'God, a remark too stupid for words.
We also could not help but notice that Dori Katz and
Martha Banks are referred to as " h e " in the course
comments.
•
We are fully aware of the enormous amounts of time
and effort.that go into preparing the booklet. However,
given the obvious lack of interest in the evaluations and
the difficulty of preparing-a fair analysis of courses
through randorn comments, we believe that the time
and money spent could be used much more effectively
elsewhere.
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Over the Transom

Commencement: A Glass Act
by Eric Grevstad
Debbie Sikkel '78 is a lovely
person, but I think she has one of
the worst jobs in America.
Debbie
works
for
the
Development Office, and her job is
to persuade people to give money
to Trinity College. Some have no
money to give; some wouldn't give
money if they had it; and no one
gets anything in return. If Debbie is
ever looking for an easier line of
work, she might have better
success in alligator wrestling.
Right now, Debbie is working
with some thirty-odd members of
my own Class of 1980, seeking
contributions for the traditional
Senior Class Gift. (The tradition
actually began, after a long period
of hibernation, in 1978, and the
1979 gift hasn't shown up yet, but it
is at least becoming a tradition.) I
believe in the idea of a class gift,
and I hope ours can be a good one.
The question, naturally enough, is
what to give.
This is the kind of question you
ask during a lull in a party, and you
always get a lot of rowdy answers
about what we can give the College
and where the College can put it.
But there have been some serious
suggestions, and I'd like to look at a
few of them.
The problem, of course, is that
seniors can't afford to buy the
College anything useful—it would
take at least fifty dollars apiece, for
instance, to buy* Randy Lee for a
year. (Speaking as an English
major, what I earn in a lifetime
may not pay Trinity back for my
financial aid.) That leaves us with

less expensive suggestions. The
Class of '78 gave the baseball
Scoreboard. Kathy Frederick has
proposed buying camouflage for
the library addition. •
The proposal that seems to have
the most favor with the Gift
Committee is a sculpture, commemorating the Class of 1980 and
the tenth year of coeducation. This
may or may not catch fire among
the seniors, if only for the prospect
of a work of erotic sculpture, with
intertwined male and female
figures, springing up next to Bishop
Brownell.
I have a solution, which would
honor the anniversary, at a fraction
of the cost. Simply buy a new
nameplate, saving "1980—The
Decade of Coeducation," and
attach it over the old nameplate of
"Handful," the abstract sculpture
on the Middle Campus Quad. This
would save seniors money, and give
people at least an idea of what the
piece was supposed to mean.
(Although, now that I mention it,
the third intertwined'figure might
be seen as kind of confusing.)
At any rate, I am confident that
a suitable gift can i be found, and I
am looking forward to hearing it
announced from the platform at
Commencement. What I am
worried about is the keynote
speaker.
Choosing
commencement
speakers and honorary degree
recipients is much harder than
choosing class gifts. Seniors, after
all, have to hear the commencement speech; fhey will be
Jong gone by (he time the gift
arrives on campus. I have seen

three Trinity commencements, and
the speeches have been worse
every time. Harry Reasoner gave a
good speech in 1977; Hanna Gray
gave a dull.one in- 1978.
In 1979, it was famous columnist
and Trinity grad George F. Will,
who makes all decent people wish
for a return of the .Sedition Act.
Will, who has shifted from advocating a balanced budget to
advocating nuclear war, described
Marxism and Jimmy Carter as
equal threats to the Republic, and
exhorted graduates to face theRed
menace. I am not sure things can
get worse, but I have heard rumors
about Mayor Athanson.
Actually, the commencement
speaker has long since been
chosen, but it's fun to think about
candidates. Popular
( various
choices are speakers like Alan
Alda.or the Olympic hockey team.
Trinity might choose Anita Bryant,
because we'd get lots of publicity, or Nelson Bunker Hunt, to show
that individuals can make a difference.
Some potential-speakers, in fact,
* might symbolize the entire Trinity
experience. Spider-Man is a
seemingly quiet" student, who
spends his free time climbing the
walls. Johnny Carson does his
best work on Friday nights, and is
always absent on Mondays. Amelia
Earhart left amid great fanfare and
promise, only to disappear from
the face of the earth.
v
Come to think of it, that's what
Commencement is all about.

Letters
An Asset

are designed to create an atmosphere of academic excellence.
Some students observe the
Director as a "power hungry"
administrator because of her
strength and sometimes unyielding
personality. It is regrettable that a
few students feel the need to
belittle and demand termination of
the Director's job, solely because
she doe,1; not cater to a/1 of their
requests. When evaluating the
Directors performance, one must
not overlook her accomplishments.
Barbara Robinson-Jackson and the
Office of Minority Affairs is
definitely an asset to Tjrinity
College.

To the Editor:
Recently there has been a great
deal of controversy regarding the
competence of the Director of
Minority Affairs. It is unfortunate
that a few students have taken it
upon themselves to misrepresent
the sentiments of the entire Trinity
black community. The Office of
Minority Affairs is vital to the
successful existence of minority
students on this campus. Due to
such ardent attacks upon the
abilities of' Barbara RobinsonJackson to function as the Director
of Minority Affairs, we have found
Maxwell Edusei
,
it necessary to express the facts in
Luther S. James III
contrast to their prior misconStrick Woods
ceptions.
Barbara Robinson-Jackson has
(Members of TCB)
been cited as the 'cause of the
decrease in enrollment of minority
students, this is fraudulent and
outmoded at birth. In terms of
To the Editor: s
enrollment, the Director has enUpon viewing the "Mischief
thusiastically organized programs
Mime" group oh Friday night, I feel
to attract perspective minority
that the entire program was in
students to Trinity; One such
extremely poor taste, and badly
program is the frequent tours of . presented. Mime is a silent art, and
Trinty given high schools students
the talking throughout the program
in the community.
ruined.any possible chance for a
good production. But I was most
The Director has not been idle in
appalled by the presentation of
improving the status of minorities
their "Classical Period Piece." No
at Trinity. These efforts are
person is interested in watching
reflected through the increase of
someone mime a tampon.
minorities holding on-campus and
off-campus
jobs
previously
It is unfortunate that the Trinity
unavailable to them; while inWomen's Center would sponsor
novatively she has established an
such an event in the 10th year of
advisory program and freshman
coeducation at Trinity, or any
orientation week, both of which
other year.

Poor Taste

Sincerely,
A. Parsons Witbeck

Disturbed and
Disgusted
To the Editor:
For only the second time in my
two years at Trinity, 1 have bee'n
moved to write a letter to tJie
Tripod. This letter concerns the
Women's Center - sponsored
event, Mischief Mime. On Friday
night I went to the mime show'with
great expectations, unfortunately
founded pn ' the assumption that
mime could only be like Trent
Arterberry. It didn't take more
than two skits to make me realize
that the two women, Anne Rhodes
and Barbara Singer^ were nowhere
near the caliber of Trent.
My impression was that pantomime is performed in silence
with as few props as possible (if
'any). If I'm not mistaken these
women spoke in every one of their
:skits. -When they did finally"
practice the art of mime, it was
second-rate. Instead of having
confidence in their work, they used
their printed program and an introduction to every one of their
pieces to make sure the audience
knew what they were trying to
I depict.
In general, those were the things
that "disturbed" me. But many
things in particular disgusted me,
"Our Period Piece" was a study in
poor taste (excuse the pun). Gross
representations of women's bodfly
functions and the "appetites" of a
- coat, on p. ft
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impression that the Women's Two alternatives have been put
rnnt. from D. 7
tampon are, or should be, Center is a feminist group; that is, forth- a drinking fountain to be
something that nobody needs to be if the Women's Center still wants placed adjacent to Northam on the
put through.
to claim responsibility for this folly. Quad and a small sculpture, in
It is unfortunate that the
commemoration of ten years of
Women's Center felt that this event
coeducation at Trinity, to be inwas worthy. of sponsoring,
stalled somewhere on the campus
Sincerely,
especially during a week that was
grounds. We believe that this
Sarah M. Glynn '82
celebrating 10 years of women at
undertaking stands as a worthwhile
Trinity. This show came off. as
endeavour and are quite amiable to
being both anti-male and antithe latter suggestion. We deem the
female. I say this because I, as a
water fountain, however, to be an
To the Editor: woman, was very insulted. I realize
unacceptable class gift.
It has come to our attention, that
that students' impressions of the
The committee members are
Women's Center vary widely, but a select committee has begun to
this show did much to further the raise funds for the 1980 class gift. presently soliciting donations

Class Oil!

The first event is on Sunda7
toward the purchase of one of the
above offerings. However, the April 27 at 7:00 in McCook
committee has failed to narrow the Auditorium. Kaja Silverman
field to one, specific selection. (English) will be showing the film
Casablanca and discussing it from
This, we feel, is
utterly a new perspective: the codification
of sex roles by Hollywood and the
preposterous.
media.
It is our firm conviction that a
On Monday, April 28 at 4;15 j n
poll of the class in question be McCook Auditorium there will be
conducted to ascertain which of a panel discussion on "Sexism and
the aforementioned options is to be Racism at Trinity College" with
pursued. Even the most sim- Elizabeth Kincaid-Ehlers (English),
pleminded of persons cannot Bill Puka (Philosophy), LeBaron
expect to promote a highly Moseby (Education), Tony Chase
philanthropic disposition among ('80), and Melanie Hines (82).
the class at large if the goal of the Among the issues to be discussed is
fund drive is not known.
the disproportion of male to lent^e
faculty; the lack of Women's
1
Therefore, we strongly urge the
Studies; the situation of the male
committee members to shed their
feminist; and the connection
indecisiveness and begin the
between racism-and sexism.
process of selecting a suitable and
singular class gift with the con"The Family and Sexism" is the
sideration of the entire class.
subject of the next panel which will
We are, memtiers of the Class of be held oh Wednesday, April 30 at
1980,
4:15 in Hamlin Hall. Christine
Sadowski will give a politicalsociological
view; Persheng
Very truly yours,
Sadegh-Vaziri (81) and Kwaku
Sintim-Misa (83) will give two
S.V. Adelman
cross-cultural perspectives; Leslie
E.M. Bates
Wright will speak as one of the
Michael Huebsch
delegates to the White House
A.R. Kabcenell
Council on Families; and Anne
J. Whitney Mack
Briglia ('80) will speak on the
Robert Snyder
Oedipalization of the family. The
final discussion will address
"Anorexia and Fashion": how do
women perceive themselves in
To the Editor:
relation their bodies and the
Sally DeSipio and clothes they wear? The panelists
Cheryl Berkowitz have coor- are Ona Neiremberg (Brown U-,
dinated a series of events for '80), Kaja Silverman, Bill Puka, and
people to discuss the issue1 at large: Cornelia Atchley ('81).
the day-to-day sexism which
perpetrates a climate in which outrage to a "Kamana Wanna
ima Sirota
Laya" party is seen as trivial.

Day to Bay
Sexism

CATCH UP ON CREDITS
u
Air Conditioned - Gas Saving
MATTATUCK COMMUNITY COLLEGE
OFFERS;

Convenient location, New Campus
EighiWeeks/Days & Evenings
Classes meet twice weekly
*25 per credit
Classes start June 9th / July 31st
. For FREE brochure call 757-9661 x295
mmmmmmmmmmmmmtsimmwmmmmmmmmmmmn
OR SEND THIS COUPON TO Summer Session
MattatuckC.C.
75J3 Chase Pkwy.
ADDRESS
.
Waterbury, CT 06708
NAME

Otto Graham, one of football's greatest
quarterbacks, has made a successful comeback: from
colorectal cancer. And today, he's feeling good
enough to keep working full time as Athletic
Director of the Coast Guard Academy. Your
donations have helped fund the research and
advances in treatment necessary for a recovery like
Otto Graham's. And the recovery of almost
2 million others who are living proof that your
contributions count.

CANCER CAN BE BEAT.
American Cancer Society
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STUDY LAW IN WASHINGTON
DAY & EVENING CLASSES
BEGIN SEPTEMBER 1980

POTOMAC SCHOOL OF LAW
THE WATERGATE
2600 Virginia Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20037
(202)337-3880
LSAT/LSDAS required

'

Potomac School of Law is not yet accredited' by the
American Bar Association. K provisional accreditation is not
received before a student graduates, the student may not be
eligible to sit for the bar examination in most jurisdictions.
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Announcements
Calendar
Tuesday

F A Brown Competition
The F.A. Brown Prize competition in speech will be held in
Seabury 16 on Tuesday evening at 7:15. The public is welcome to
attend.
- • ' ,

Mathematics Colloquium
There will be a mathematics colloquim held today at 4:00 in
McCook 305. John H. Williams, senior systems engineer at the
United Technologies Research Center, will speak on some
Applications of Statistics in Industry: How Statistics and/or
Mathematical Modeling would be Helpful.
Refreshments will be served at 3:45 in McCook 305.

These summer jobs are open to undergraduate students who are
planning to re-enroll for the 1980-81 academic year. Preference will
be given to those students receiving financial aid. Applicants must
be able to start work on June 2 and work at least through August 15;
the work period will end August 29.
Interested students are encouraged to pick up applications at
B&G, 238 New Britain Avenue, as soon as possible. Those selected
will be notified during the first week of May. Deadline for
application, is April 25.
' ,
Rate of pay will be $3.25 per hour.
'

Chora! Concert
Vespers of the Great 40 Days of Easter will be sung by members
of the Episcopal and the Harvard Divinity Schools in the Chapel at
4:30 on Friday, April 25. Kathy Greider, Soprano; Mary Glasspool,
Alto; Mark Henrickson, tenor; Gary Rowe, Bass. .

Folk Society

World Affairs
The World Affairs Association of Trinity College .invites the
campus to a meeting this evening at 7:00 pra in the Alumni Lounge.
We will discuss plans for an upcoming lecture on the Vietnam War,a
nd will elect officers for next year. All students interested in the
club and its activities are urged to attend.

shelves. Often it is difficult and
sometimes impossible to replace:
•the missing or damaged issues.
The result is considerable delay in
binding and frustration for out
readers. If you are a subscriber tc
one of the periodicals on the lisi
and would be willing to donate youi
copies to the library when you havt
finished reading them, please send
us a note in the campus mail
indicating your name and which
titles you are prepared to give. Wt
will contact you to make the
necessary arrangements. You may
also call on extension 308. We arc interested only in recent issues,
i.e., the current volume or year.
Your gifts to the library are tai:
deductible.
American economic review
American film
.
•
American political science review
Architectural record
Atlantic
Black scholar
.Commentary.
-. '. •

All musicians, singers, and enthusiastic listeners are invited to
jam with the Folk Society this Friday night, at DKE. This week only,
a special added attraction: a Folk Society meeting will occur at 9:00.
Please come if you're at all interestedjn seeing the Friday night
jams, and the Folk Society, continue next year. If you'd like to be in
the Folk Society but can't attend the meeting on Friday, drop a note
in Box 1634.
". •

Thursday

Pre-Registration
Pre-registration for Fall Term 1980 will be on Thursday and
Friday. April24 and 25, according to the alphabetical schedule to be
mailed by the Registrar's Office to all students. All students who
expect to continue at Trinity next term must pre-register. Any
student planning to withdraw voluntarily for the fall term should file
a "Notice of Withdrawal'1 with the Registrar's Office prior to
rthyjirSfiidfetift Who plan to study in Rome next "term
should, not pre-register but, will be sent registration materials
separately. Students are requested to cooperate by reporting as
scheduled and by having all the necessary signatures, permission
slips and forms ready to present at pre-registration.

Friday

B & 0 Job Deadline
I he Buildings and Grounds Department is now accepting
applications from Trinity undergraduates for summer employment.
Categories of work include grounds care, painting, mechanical
helpers, and general cleaning.

Auction
Sunday. May 4, an auction will
be held ffl Hamlin Hall. Cash,
check or Mastercharge.* Cocktails
and Preview will be from 4:00 to
5:30 pm. The Auction will run from
5:30 to 7:00 pm. T. LeClair,
Auctioneer Cum Laude, presiding.
Call the Alumni Office (527-3151)for reserved seats. Standing room
is also available.

:

Seniors.....

Please submit your nominations
for the Class of 1980 Secretary. The
Class Secretary - serves as the
principal link between you and the
College. Some of the responsibilities arc helping to provide and
writing Class notes for the "Trinity
Reporter." correspondence with
members of the Class, helping to
arrange Class dinners and reunions, and" maintaining 'close
contact with the College. Please
send your nominations to the
Alumni Office 79 Vernon Street, or
call Ext. 214 or 215 by May 12th.

AIESEO Tonite
There wilfbe air AIESEC Meeting tonight at 7:00.

24 Hour Relay
The 8th Annual Trinity College
24 hour relav will be from 9:00 a.m.

Saturday, May 10 to 9:00 a.m.
Sunday morning.
' ^- :
If you wish to participate, please
contact Howard DeLong (ext. 340)
for faculty and staff teams, or
Henry Strom (Box 2000) for student
teams.
—

FoSk Festival
FolH and Bluegrass Musicians!
The Middlebury College Activities Board is sponsoring its Sixth
Annual Folk and Bluegrass Festival
and Competition on May 2nd and
3rd, 1980. All folk and/or bluegrass
musicians are welcome, but .the
contest "will be limited to the first 30
performers to apply. There will be
$700 in prizes awarded. Deadline
for applications is April "15th.
For complete information concerning the Festival and for
application forms, write, to: Folk
and Bluegrass Festival, Box C2540,
Middlebury College, Middlebury,
Vermont 05953.

Library Booksale
The Library will hold its annual
Spring Booksale in the Library
Lobby on Wednesday, Thursday
and Friday, April 23, 24, 25. The
sale opens at 10 a.m. on Wednesday and ends Friday, 4 p.m. Books
on all subjects - sales strictly cash
and carry - prices change daily.

Saturday

Pub Reading
On-S.aturday, April 26 at 9 P.M.-the WEAC Writers will be
reading poetry and prose in the Pub. The group includes poets and
novelists who are also musicians, actors, journalists, and one
member who is a computer scientist. They are: Babatunji, Pam
Casey, Ann Z. Leventhal, Suzanne M. Levine, Hana Liebeh
Levinson, George Wahl Logemann, Pamela Rashaw, Marlene
Roscnfield, and Sharon W. Smith.

Jazz Concert
Junior Achievement presents a Night of Jazz at the Palace
Theatre in Waterbury, Connecticut to be held on Saturday, April
26th at 8 PM. Featured at this very special Benefit Performance will
be Herbie^Mann, virtuoso flutist and his jazz band, and Maynard
Ferguson's \b piece orchestra. If you have any questions please
contact Wayne Rigney, 756-7414, Thinsheet Metals Co.,
Waterbury, and Rod Taylor, Woodbury Ski & Racquet, Woodbury,
CT 263^2203.
J

Biking Partner
Interested in bicycling across the
country? Looking for people to
bicycle.from Connecticut shoreline
to California beginning in late
June. If interested, call Walt
Gayefki at 225-9313 or 346-1420.

not carried by the library. Magazines may be", borrowed from the
Ceater for two weeks. The Center
is open 1-5 pm daily and 7-10pm
Sunday through Thursday.
:

Hiilef Seminars

"Israel Summer 80," a series of
four new seminar programs for
college students, will be launched
r
by the B'nai B'rith Hillel FoundaAll seniors! Remember that the tions this summer.
Three month-long seminars will
annual gala Senior Ball will be held
the evening of Thursday, May 22, be housed in Jerusalem; the fourth
will be a 10-week work-study
following the Senior Dinner. All
seniors are welcome to attend this program on a kibbutz. Pre-and
event.
post-seminar tours of the country
are available for those who wish to
extend their stay in Israel.
Seminar enrollment is limited.
Cost range is .$1,000-51,500. StuII y a des places pour 1'annee'dents may earn up to six credits for
1980-81 pour les etudiants qui
any of the Jerusalem seminars and
veulent practiquer la langue Frantwelve credits for the kibbutz
caise dans le dortoire Francais a
seminar. For further information
Jackson Hall. Si vous voulez
contact Prof. Larry Fader, 70
participer dans ce programme
Vernon St.. Ext. 474.
ecrivezalaDirectrice, boie 1365, le
plutot possible.

Senior Ball

French Dorm

Women's Center
Doing research? Can't find the
right magazine? Or do you just
want a magazine to read arid relax
with? The Women's Center may be
able to help you.
The Center carries a variety of
subscriptions, some of which are

Periodicals Wanted

The library is seeking donations
of certain heavily used periodicals
to be used as backup library copies.
Below is a list of some of the
popular periodicals the library
subscribes to that frequently disappear or are damaged while they
are on the current periodical

Film Quarterly
Forbes
Foreign Affairs
Foreign policy
Harvard Business review"\
Journal of black studies .,
Ms' "
.
'
Mother Jones
Nation
North American review
Progressive
Progressive architecture
Psychology today
Scientific American

SGA Station Wagon
Tired of taking the bus or the
train for those weekend jaunts?
The SGA proudly announces the
arrival of the new STUDENT
STATION WAGON! Available al
reasonable rates for any student
activity, the wagon provides luxury
and convenience unequalled by
mass transportation. For further
information about the rental of the
SGA station
wagon,
con,act
Michael HuebscrT (727-4069), David Clark (249-2937). Thomas Hef•fcron (524-5383), or call the Student Government Office.

Musical Program
The South Church Choral Society, directed by Richard Coffey,
presents a program of Italian,
French, American and German
'works on Monday evening, May
5th. at 7:30 p.m. at South Congregational-First Baptist Church, 90
Main Street. New Britain, Connecticut.
.
Organist Larry -Allen will perform a solo work by Maurice
Durufle. There is no admission fee.Offerings will be ^received. For
information phone 223-3691.

Activist Conference
May Day Social Healing Conference at Another Place Conference
Center, May 1-4 in Greenville, New
Hampshire: people
concerned
about social change and a better
future are invited to attend this
conference designed to bring together the various activists and
organizers throughout New England to celebrate their common
purpose and to share ideas and
skills: workshops will cover topics
such as organizing strategies,
women in power, internalized
oppression, urban • alternatives,
burn-out and many more. Fees are
on a sliding scale from $50-590,
children are welcome at half-price.
Fee covers lodging for three nights
and wonderful vegetarian meals.
. For more information call (603)
878-1510. ask for May Ellen.
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Phenomenal Actresses Make a Woman's Confession
by Rachel Mann
What makes a woman tick? How
does a woman cope with love or
• divorce or death? What does a
woman look for and like in her
mother, in a man, or in her best
friend? What are a woman's innermost and usually unexpressed
feelings?

with a piece called "Phenomenal
Woman," ("because I'm a woman
phenomenally; I'm a woman, that's
me.") Kristen incorporated bits and
pieces of plays, poetry, prose, and
songs such as Vanities, "Easy to be
Hard," and "Meaningful Exchange" as examples of woman's
emotions, thoughts, and desires.

Of course, in a production of this
"This is a woman's confession" variety, each ! individual finds
was the closing line of the Jesters . pieces which are more to his taste.
production of Through the Different authors and actresses
evoke different; emotions in the
Looking Glass, conceived and
members of the audience. Kristen
directed by Kristeri A. Golden. In a
short, almost breathtaking hour- made most effective use of her
and-a-half, nine women actresses moderately strong cast and made
appropriate, chpices of material
from Trinity made a startlingly real
an intuitive search into woman's which she creatively intertwined.
nature.
One of the; best pieces in
Starting on a jazzy, upbeat note
Through the Looking Glass was

"Old Times," a story of lesbian love
betrayed, which was beautifully
timed,' blocked, and especially
acted by Sally Schwager and Lucy
Cole. Sally also played a middle*aged divorcee with wonderful
verve and sensitivity. This
monologue was followed by
Miranda Turin's sensual and wellturned portrayal of the agonies and
ecstasies of loving the opposite sex
in "Men." Jane R. Eyans gave an
excellent recitation of a poem
entitled "Meaningful Exchange."
These sections were only a few
of the good and enjoyable parts of
Kristen's show. What could have
been a staunchly radical statement
was refreshingly subtle and introspective. "Phenomenology of
Anger" and "Calm Down Mother"

displayed how a woman can be
frustrated, misunderstood and
antagonized by society's standards
and everyday life. In the former,
four actresses recited the poem
while Alison Huszar, dressed in
red, performed her beautifully
choreographed interpretive dance
to reflect the commonly unvent6d
thoughts brought out in the poem.
There were only a few weak
points in the production. Perhaps
the most noticeable was "Mourning Pictures," a play about how a
young woman tries to cope with her
mother's imminent death from
cancer, However, Palmer Sloan's
poignantly delivered monologue at
its finish, followed by the swift and
climactic finale, once again picked
up the pace.

Occasionally, the verbal and
draaamatic intensity of a few of the
pieces set the audience on an
uncomfortable edge. In general,
though, the show's overall balance
kept the audience's rapt attention.
Admittedly, this type-of subject
which analyzes hidden feelings is
bound to strike some tender
chords. Yet Kristen's direction
maintained a certain uplift until the
end of her show. One could
thouroughly enjoy Through the
Looking Glass.
Kristen displayed a good sense of
staging and an understanding of the
limits and abilities of her actresses.
These, qualities, of courss, were
augmented by a well-balanced and
sensitive picture of women.

Corn's Strength
Lies in Imagery
by Sarah lane Nelson
Poet Alfred Corn gave a reading
of his works Thursday night in
Wean Lounge. Unfortunately only
a scant audience attended the
reading. Although not thoroughly
successful, it was well worth being
a witness to ,the beauty of his
imagery.

photo by Vicky McKiltnick

Poet Alfred Corn came to Trinity for a short stay.

Arts Calendar
MUSIC
Hartford Symphony Orchestra: all-Beethoven program, April 30, 8:15 p.m., Bushnell Memorial
Hall: "Call: 246-6807.
Springfield Symphony Orchestra: Robert Gutter, conductor; Fine Arts Center, Univ. of Mass.
Rudolph Firkunsy, piano, April 25, 8 p.m. Call (413) 267-9615.
Lui Collins and Bill Lauf: Sat. April 26, 8 p.m. First-St. Paul's Church. For information call
563-3263.
Los de Palacaguina: Nicaraguan folk group, Friday May 2, 8:00 p.m. In Battell Chapel, New Haven.
Tickets S3.50 in advance and $4.00 at door.
Hartford Symphony Orchestra: Daniel Phillips violinist, Fri. May 2, 8 p.m. For ticket information
call 278-1453.
.
THEATRE
Downtown Cabaret Theatre: "Jesse and the Bandit Que£n," opens March 20, Thurs. and Fri. 8
£..p.nuSat. 5 p.m. and 8 p.m. and Sun, at 2 p.m. - May 4. Call (617) 798-8685.
'•-Iibng Wharf Theatre: "Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf," March 27-May 11. For more information
call 787-4282.
'
'
•
ART
Wadsworth Atheneum: The work of Toshio Odate in the Lyons Gallery, April 15-June 22; models
and drawings for three buildings designed by Richard Meier, April 2S-June 15, "de-architecture" in
Matrix gallery, April 9-May 31. Melted wood carvings, Lions Gallerv, April 15-June 22. For
information call 278-2670.
DANCE.
tar Lubovitch Dance Company: April 24, 8 p.m. Bushnell. Call: 246-6807.

Born in Georgia in 1943, Corn
attended both Emery College and
Columbia University where he
received a Master's Degree in
Frencli. He now tepches at Yale
University, and has published two.
volumes of Ms-poetry,
;
This poet's belief in the Muse
Picturesquely manifested itself in
his "Parable at a Roman Fountain".
One of the most striking images in
this Irregular sonnet (C orn expressed a dislike of excessive
regularity), was that of the statue's
arms which, despite the intricacy of
the stone-work, did not touch each
other.
In giving introduction to "Marie
Leclaire" Corn explained that he
invented this character to escape
winter. Marie, selling seeds in a
store, is the personification of
spring. However, she rather
shallowly remains a personification
alone. We quickly lose contact
with her essence in a barrage of
somewhat extraneous imagery.
New York City formed the backdrop for Corn's poem entitled
"Spring and Summer." This poem •
has a conversational tone, and as in
most of his works, the pace is
leisurely. The imagery is consciously reminiscent of the French
impressionists. Renoir's leaves, " a
girl in a flowered dress" and the '
dappled pores of sunlight through
the girl's hat puts the poem in a
light mood.
Only towards the end of the"
poem does Corn make mention of

a "still heavy pain" that is often felt
when the finite'quality of life is
expressed in a scene of fragile
beauty. Says the poet: "if I were to
die, let it be on a day like this."
What might have resulted in a sort
of pathos somehow fell short ol
evoking any great emotion in this
listener. Since Corn's concern is
primarily aesthetic it is conceivable
that he should not have attempted
a different realm of thought.
The same problem, asserted itself
in. .his "Photographs of Gd New
York..";This poem was at its best
when the laundry was hanging
ghost-like from. clothes lines and
"East Asian eyes" were staring out
of the photos in an eternally impenetrable gaze. When Corn
speaks of time as a 'kaleidescope'
and the past which "survives its
heroes" these jumbled philosophies appear only as the author's
attempt to compensate for an
emptiness in his evocation of the
world.
Corn's poem about Cornwall.
England was dramatically opened
by the descent of the saints "in the
shape of seagulls." This poem was
filled with the mythology of the
• region, and had a decidedly
mystical quality. However, one
must again deal wjth an excess'
which gets in the way of the poem's
progress. As with the "souls of the
drowned" floating on the ocean's
surface, there is no denying the
pleasurable effects of these images.
But at times the poetry suffered
from a superfluity of visual
delights.
Despite the elegance of style and
tastein these works, these elements
do not wholly compensate for the
fact that Corn's poetry seems to
doubt the necessity of its own
existence, and is, as a result
without A clear voice.

The Trinity Tripod
Dance Announcement
Trinity College's dance faculty will give a series of lecture-demonstrations in Garmany Hall of theAustin Arts Center, Thursday, April .24 at 8:00 p.m. Admission is free.
. ' " . • •
{Catherine Powers, acting director of the dance program, will give a talk on the history of jazz
technique.
,,
,
Carl Tillmanns, visiting'.artist in dance, will talk on composition and give a short performance.
Kathleen Robens,' visiting1 artist-in-residence, will speak about and demonstrate repertory and
performance, and the fundamentals of movement.

is looking for an A r t ! Editor
for next semester.
If you are creative and interested:
. callus. 246-1829

WE NEED YOU.
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Smith College Orchestra
Climbs to Angelic Heights
by Sarah Jane Nelson
The Smith College Orchestra
tilled Goodwin Theatre's stage
Sunday night. The lighthearted
program consisted of Mozart's
Overture to idomeneo, Beethoven's
Symphony No. 1 in C, Ottorino
Respighi, and Debussy's beautiful
Prelude to the Afternoon of a Faun.
With Beth Henderson '81 conducting, Mozart's Overture to
idomeneo got off to a brisk start,
despite a sloppy intonation produced by the violins. As throughout
the performance intonation in the
flutes was unreliable at best,
Henderson did. not take enough
care in bringing the short piece to
an articulate finish, so that many in
the audience were left with a
feeling of indecisiveness. However
the Overture, did successfully set
the mood for the entire program.
Donald Wheeloek conducted
Beethoven's Symphony No. 1 in C,
and the works following this one.
The Symphony opened with delightfully crisp articulation, and
there was a bright accelerando.
Due to this lively tempo in the'
Adagio molto section and a warm
solo'bv the oboist, the repetition of

the exposition was not in the least
redundant. Throughout the piece,
sturdier accompaniment from the
cellos, which often sounded sleepy,
would have been effective.
In the Andante's thematic statement the violas, cellos and basses
handled their entrances with precision, However the violas sounded
rather parched in the restatement
of the exposition. Despite the
dramatic crescendo in the Menuetto, the slouching' cellists and
violinists failed to compliment their
performance with an energetic
• appearance. Nor did Mr. Wheelock, who found it hard to smile in
answer to the applause he received.
Respighi's playful Suite for
Small Orchestra was next on the
agenda after intermission. Each
section in this unusual piece takes
after a composer other than
Respighi. The Preludio after Pasquini, was full of trills in preparation for the bird sounds to be
evoked in the following sections.
The reliably full-sounding oboe
managed to compensate for the
precarious flutes which were frequently out of tune with oneanother. If the early Beethoven

Symphony was exposing in its
Mozartian quality, the Respighi
was even more transparent so that
every deviation was noticeable.
The Dove, a movement in
imitation of Jaques de Gallot's
style, was adroitly evoked by the
oboe, which climbed to the angelic
heights this piece required. The
instrumentalists clearly enjoyed
performing the Cuckoo section,
which was full of imitative phrasings amusingly reminiscent of this
species of bird.
Debussy's romantic Prelude to
the Afternoon of a Faun was the
highlight of the program. Anne
Parsons' flute has a rich smooth
timbre which is a delight to hear.
The clarinet solo was successfully
sinLster in mood and the strings
managed to create a broad sound
despite the small size of the
orchestra. Unfortunately the accompanying flutes did not come to
a clean cadence at the end of the
piece.

Mimists Trouble
and Talk
More Than Mimic

Mischief" Mime Company is a
small, independent theatre group
begun by two women in Ithaca,
New York in 1974. Barbara Anger
and Anne Rhodes have been
teaching and performing mime and
improvisational theatre extensively
across 'the country for groups
ranging from Rotary Clubs to
Public Schools to Women's events.

Plump Hen and the Scrawny Hen
about women's dissatisfaction with
their bodies.

"We write all our own icorJc.Ou;
pieces are_ sometimes s\\e
'resembling
classical mima
sometimes verbal, but the'focusis
always on the body's movement,
which is why we call our work
Their most humorous material is mime. Our work is strongly
powerfully woman-centered, such feminist, and entertaining • an
is [lie mot-k-Avrsop fable

In short, if the instrumentalists
had shown a bit more spirit, and if
the scales were more polished, the
entertaining program would have
made for a most enjoyable evening
of music.

9

Mars Eyes Strike Confusion
by Rachel Mann
The Eyes of Laura Mars played
a! Cinestudio for a violent hightension four nights. With beautiful
Faye Dunaway playing the title
part and Tommy Lee Jones in the
part of her schizophrenic lover,
director Irvin Kershner attempted
to play psychological games with
. his audience.
,

The story-line itself is ^bizarre.
The movie starts with the "Studio
54 style" premier of Laura Mars
radical and shocking book of
violence-murder photography. Apparently, Ms. Mars, played rather
well despite an uriwieldy and
maudlin script, has a peculiar
psychic ability to see through the
eyes of a murderer who stabs his
victims in the eyes.

From there, the plot boils down
to a glorified detective story of
"who-done-it?" The twist at the
end is creative yet somehow
anti-climactic because of an awkward performance by Tommy Lee
Jones and the director's poor
dramatic timing.
Visually, the movie is striking,
With contrasting juxtapositions,
assymetrical camera angles, and
shades of grey leading into the
stunning colors of the spectrum.
On top of all this, there is the
costuming and the sets — reminiscent of New York chic. Additionally, the camera never seems to stop
in its motion for any extended
length of time. All these^techniques
tended to clutter and detract from
the plot and message (if there is

one) of Laura Mars. One should not go to Laura Mars
expecting a horror thriller on the
level of Halloween (also directed by
Kershner). ,1« fact, although the
bloodied eyes, and faces of the
victims are grotesque, the movie
only mildly and temporarily flutters
the heart or catches the breath.
However, in terms of sneer
entertainment and a way to pass
two hours away on a weekend eye,
The Eyes of Laura Mars easily fills
the bill. Faye Dunaway is stunning,
handling the austerity and duality
of her character with refined
; finesse. Additionally, if one Wants
to: jqugh.i.at or emulate the.
high-fashion,- high-life of New
York, take example of her 110
pound models.

Peanuts Pose Soon
You're a Good Man, Charlie Brown will be presented by the
Music Department this Saturday and Sunday, April 26 and 27, at
both 2; 15 and 8:15 in the Goodwin Theatre. Based on Charles
Schult's Peanuts comic strip, the musical comedy consists of a
series of vignettes and extended scenes involving Charlie Brown
(Madison Riley), Snoopy (Lucy Cole), Lucy (Laura Ford), Linus
(Geoff Dimmick), Patty (Ann Brown), and Schroeder (Dan Boyne).
Charlie Brown tries to get a kite to fly, Snoopy curses the Red
Baron, Schroeder immerses himself in Beethoven, Linus wrestles.,.,. with his blanket, and Lucy and Party manage to irritate and confr,o'"f:"
everyone with their imperious, ever-grating behavior.
Tickets are $1.50 for all Trinity personnel ($2.50 general
admission) and are,available at the Austin Arts Center Box Office-

Music Announcement
There will be a percussion concert by the Creative Music
Percussion Ensemble on Tuesday April 22 at 8:15 in the Goodwin
Theatre of the Austin Arts Center. The director is Michael LaRosa
and admission is free.

Women's Center Poetry
The Concert Orchestra, directed by Jerome Moshell, in performance last week.

Poet Olga Broumas will give a reading of her works tonight at
8:00 in Hamlin Hall. This reading is co-sponsored by both the
Women's Center and the Poetry Center of Trinity College.
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Women's Grew Sweeps Georgetown
e

JV Women Notch First Victory Of Season
by Debbie Davis
As the Women's Varsity Crew
paddled back to the dock, there
came a.sudden sign from "engine
room" member, Khooshe AdibSamii. "Ah, another day, another
shirt," she said. Who could argue?
The women's crew easily won

another race; it seems to be almost
habit-forming.
The crew travelled to Princeton,
N.J. Friday evening in order to get
plenty of rest for Saturday's anticipated "tough" race. The race
day was beautiful; the race course
perfect - straight, "dead" and with
a slight tailwind. But the race

wasn't really tough, if tough means
close. The Sultans (of Swing)
anticipated the start just enough to
get an extra stroke in before
Georgetown started. The start was
fast; at the end of 30 strokes the
crew had V* of a boat length on
Georgetown. By the 500 meter
mark, they had open water and

•BANTAM SPORTS ARENA•
Bench Press
Tourney
The Bantam Barbell Club will be
holding a bench press tournament
at the Ferris Athletic Center on
Sunday, April 27. All members of
the College community ars eligible
to enter.
Trophies, medals and ribbons
willbe awarded to the top three
finishers in each weight class.
Competitions will be in the 138,
148,156,165,178, 187,195, 210 and'
Unlimited tfcdy weight classes. A
trophy will also be given to, the
outstanding lifter.
The deadline for entries is April
24. Contact Bob Herbst, Box 1750,
249-4318 or Dom Rapini, Box 327,
•249-3416'/

Women's Track
The women's track team lost to Williams last
Wednesday, and last Sunday, competed in the
NESCACs at UMass. Coverage of all about their
performances, including a first place finish by
Kathy Sclein in the half mile, next week in the,
:
TRIPOD.
'-

continued to increase the lead definitely there." Things came
throughout to win by 13 seconds in together finally, and hopefully they
6:57. The race wasn't perfect; there will be able to go even faster for the
is always room for improvement next three regular season races and
and hopefully the peak will the Dad Vail.
correspond exactly with the Dad
This weekend, the crews will
Vail Regatta.
The JV boat, led by stroke attempt to conquer Connecticut
and Wesleyan at
Eugenia Erskine, had a good strong College
race. Rowing in their first race in Wesleyan. T h e race will be
the JV men's
heavyweight downstream on the Connecticut
fiberglass shell, the women kept its River "home water" - and the
excellent record intact by beating "legs" will have to be established
Georgetown by 11 seconds, for early as the race is expected to be
their first victory of the year. The shorter than usual. Any support
start was good, and they gradually ^vould be greatly appreciated.
opened up the lead to win in fine Come watch the number one small
form. As Erskine commented after college crew program extend its
the race, " T h e psyche was realm!

This Week In Trin Sports
Tuesday, April 22

Men's Varsity Baseball vs.
WPI, 3 PM, HOME.
Men's and Women's Track vs.
Wesleyan, 3 PM, Away.
Men's Varsity and IV Tennis
vs. Williams, 3 PM, Away.
Women's Varsity and JV Lacrosse
vs. Smith, 3:30, HOME.
Women's Softball vs. Smith. 3:30
PM, HOME.

Wednesday, April 23

Men's Varsity Lacrosse
Wesleyan, 3 PM, HOME.

Thursday, April 24

Men's Varsity Tennis vs. Tufts, 3
PM, HOME.
Women's Varsity and IV Lacrosse
vs. Amherst, 3 PM, Away.

Friday, April 25

Men's Varsity Lacrosse vs.
New Haven, 3 PM, HOME.
Men's Varsity Baseball vs.
UHart, 3 PM, HOME.

Saturday, April 26 .

Men's and Women's Track vs.
ECSC, 1 PM, HOME.
Mewn's and Women's Crew vs.
Wesleyan- and Conn College, at
Wesleyan, 'AM,
Men's Varsity Baseball vs.
Wesleyan (2 games), 1 PMT HOME.'
Varsity Golf vs. Williams, 1; PM,
Away.
Women's Varsity and IV Lacrosse
vs. Yale, 2 PM, HOME.
Women's Softball vs. Fairfield (2
games), 1 PM, Away.

Monday, April 28

Women's Softball vs
Bridgeport, 3 PM, Away.
Men's Varsity Tetonis vs
UConn, 3 PM, Away.

Team Photos
Pictures of the following winter teams may be
seen and ordered at the Athletic Office:
Women's Basketball, Squash and Swimming.
Men's Hockey, Varsity and JV Squash. Orders
must be placed by April 30.

•••••••*•••*•••••*
BANCROFT SQUASH RACQUETS
SUPERWINNER $12.95 FRAME
COLLEGE SPORTSHOP
112 New Britain Ave.
247-9905

***•*•••*•*** + *****

THEREJSA
DIFFERENCE!

IS LOOSE

•

*

vs.

*

Men's Lax
cont. from p. 16:
417 New Britain Av«.. Hartford
(Cortwr of HllliM* Am.)

EDUCATIONAL
CENTER '
TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS .SINCE 1938

ALWAfS ON HAND

Visit Any Center
And See For Yourself
Why We Make The Difference

249-6833

Call Days, Eves & Weekends
Hartford Area
800 Silver Lane, E. Htfd, CT
568-7927

CANADA'S
PREMIUM BEER
All Brahd Importers, Inc., Roslyn Heights, New York 11577.
Sole U.S. Importer c 1979

June 28th SAT EXAM
Class Starting May 14-5:30 PM
July 12th GREAT EXAM
Class Starting May 20-5:30 PM
For Information About
Other Centers In More Than
80 Major U.S. Cities &.Abroad
Outside N.Y. State

CALL TOLL FREE

800-223-1782

417
Wine
Merchants

249-6833

Josel and Mike Lansbury, returning
in his first game since a knee injury
suffered against Westfield State,
were all effective in preventing any
kind of MIT scoring threat. : /
The Bantams seem to-be improving with every game they, play At
press time, the results of the
Babson game yesterday were
unavailable, but this contest also is
an important one for the team. If
the Bantams defeat Babson, and
keep their psyche for the next two
weeks, they have the talent and the
momentum to go all the way, true
to pre-season predictions.
Wednesday, the Bantams face
the Cardinals of Wesleyan as they
return home to finish their season.
Friday, New Haven takes, .to.,the
Trinity field. Both games are at1'3
p.m.

,

' "

- ' •
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Men's Crew Wins Mason-Downs Regatta
by John Moore
A warm sun shone Saturday on
the
arrow-straight
Princeton
course, and only a slight breeze

(and a tailwind at that) rippled the
waters as the Bants screamed to
take five of seven races against
their guests, Georgetown and
Drexel. at the annual Mason-

Downs Regatta.
"~
The day had an auspicious start,
as STeve Gibbs and Art Warrington in the pair without rowed their
first race of the season, beating

Men's Track Chilled By Williams
On a windy, raw Wednesday
afternoon the Williams Men's
vTrack Team csoled the young
Trinity Bantams' thin clads to
register a 91-54 triumph over the
homestanding Blue and Gold. The
Ephmen's spikes were indeed
hotter, as they scalded the Bants
72-10 in the running events. The
tables were turned in the field
events where Trin gained a hollow
victory by a 44-19 margin.

Weight coach Phil Kearney's
corps were paced by captain Jeff
Mather's triple win in the discus
(143*8"), shot {44'U") and hammer
(150'10"). The 6'5" senior also
completed a sweep in the javelin by
placing third. Junior Chip
McKeehan continued his recordbreaking exploits in the javelin,
flinging the spear 198'4W". A
senior, newcomer J.C, Chandler,
threw a respectable 147'5'/+" for a

second place finish. Justin George
released the hammer past all
Williams competitors in taking
second place in the gladiatorial
event.
A freshman contingent of Bruce
Zawodniak, Tony Smith, and Scott
Keilty cleared 6'1", 6', and 5*10"
respectively in placing 1-2-3 in the
high jump. Shaking off a knee
injury, Tony Pace hopped, skipped, ; and jumped 40' to place
second in the triple jump. In the
long jump frosh Paul Merrigan
sailed into the pit for a second, and
he gamed a third in the triple jump.
Dave Smith grabbed a third in the
long jump.
Williams was blessed with extremely powerful sprinters, but
Trinity freshman bullet Pat Lyle
charged to thirds in the 100 and 220
yard dashes, A strong effort by
senior Bob Keyes in the quartermile earned him a second place
finish. In the, grueling three-mile
Bob Williams turned in a third
.place 16:19.1 clocking over the 12lap course, H. Scott Nesbilt and
Bruce Zawodniak hurdled over ten
42" obstacles in placing 2-3 in the
120 yard hurdles.

Senior newcomer John Chiindier threw 147' 5 '/A " for a second, pla i
finish agninsl Williams.
plmto by Dave Car

"The cold weather didn't help us
any," noted Coach Rick [iazelton.
"Williams had some very good
runners, and hamstring injuries to
Bob Reading (100, 200, relay) and
John Brehnan (relays, hurdles) hurt
us." Trinity's young team should
improve steadily as the weather in
Hartford becomes more favorable
to extensive outdoor training.
Today the Bants travel to Wesleyan
for a 3:00 meet. On Saturday the
tracksters host Eastern Connecticut at 1:00 PM.

Drexel by a hefty twenty seconds
with a time of 8:12.
The Frosh Lights were disappointed, beating Drexel but
losing to Georgetown by five
seconds with a time of 6:38.1. They
led by a length early on, but (hen
fell apart, and could not get it
together when Georgetown made
their move. They'll chalk one up for
experience, and take no prisoners
next week.
The Freshman Heavies won their
third straight victory, eleven' seconds ahead of Georgetown and
sixteen seconds ahead of Drexel
with a time of 6:23.4. Such strong
Freshman crews auger well for the
future.
The JV: Lights won in spirit,
losing a close race (o a Drexel
-heavyweight crew while handily
beating their lightweight opponents from Georgetown. After an
early lead, they dropped back a
length, but Drexel could never
break contact. The Bants fought
back lo lose by 'A of a length with a
time of 6:26.6 and Stroke Mac Nash
said that they rowed their best race
yet.
1

The Georgetown four never had
a chance a.s the Trin crew pulled
• away at the start and kept on going,
posting the respectable time of
7:17.2 to beat GU by forty-nine
seconds.
The Lightweight Varsity won
easily with the excellent time of
6:08. Georgetown followed twentytwo seconds later, and Drexel
finished fifty-five seconds behind
the Bantams. In the words of
lighlweight r lelterman Henry Fox,
"We put the boots to 'em."
In the title race, the Trin Varsitv
Heavy Eight were the victors by ten
and a half seconds, with a time of
6:08.1. Though they fell that thh
was not I heir best row, coxwain L17
Engcikc said that "after the S«l .
meter mark, the race was.ours,"
The Varsity Heavies took home the
Mason-Downs Cup. They are undefeated so far this season,
Next week's races are scheduled
to be held at Wesleyan. though
rumor has it that they may be held
here. Either way. they will be.easy
lo get to. so pack a lunch, enjoy-the
sunshine, and come watch the
crews win.

Softball Drops Two
The women's season finally got
underway after the first two games
were postponed because of rain, an
element which also wreaked havoc
on practice time, spongy fields,
soggy balls, Mrs. Ruby's mudstained linens, and mental
preparedness. The long-delayed
opener, Which found Trinity's bats
as ineffectual as the sun trying to
emerge from behind the clouds,
resulted-tn an I8j-1 defeat at the
hands of a strong Quinnipiac team.
This gkme was followed by a 15-2
loss to the University of Hartford in
a game that was a good contest
except for one very poor inning
and included some very positive
points, among them a shoestring
catch by-'Polly Lavery on a hard hit

line drive to left field, solid behindthe-plate play by Jan Kunin, and
exciting, heads-up base running by
C arol McKenzie, to say nothing of
the favorable weather.
The
defense,
although
occasionally unsure of itself, is
improving every day as this
relatively young team becomes
accustomed^to playing together.
While pitching is a weak .spot, with
Terry Johnson and Lauren
timing untucneTnnnaTs ..unleash
their power. Combined with the
ever-improving infield, the outlook
on future games seems to only get
brighter, an outlook which
hopefully the weather will assume.

Baseball: Three Hard-Hitting Acts
by Nick Noble
game's worth, in just three innings
PROLOGUE- April 7th, 1878: on the mound. His tired arm was
William N. Elbert, a pitcher for the rocked for eight base hits, and
Trinity College Baseball team, coupled with five errors gave
pitched a nine inning no-hitter Wesleyan an 8-7 lead before he was
against Yale. It was the first no- lifted for John Valencia. "Peaceful"
hitter ever by a Trinity pitcher, and had trouble early, and he was
he took the loss, 6-1, as the Bantam relieved by Mike Goss in the fifth.
fielders committed 17 errors. The New London native pitched
Elbert struck out six and walked four strong innings, but once again
three; all • six Eli runs were he was betrayed by porous leather,
and Wesleyan closed out with 18
unearned.
runs.
Valencia was saddled with the
Act One
loss, as he gave up Wesleyan's
v
Middletown, Ct., April 16, 1980: eleventh and winning run: which
If only earned runs counted, brings me to Trinity's strong pointTrinity would have'won this one 10' its offense. Al Subbloie had five
4. Offensively the Bantam batters RBIs, NickBordieri had three hits,
executed perfectly, blasting out 13 and Steve Woods broke out of his
hits and scoring 10 legitimate runs O-for-April slump with a base hit in
on the Cardinals of Wesleyan. Bill the first inning. It was definitely a
Lynch, the Blue and Gold ace, batter's day, with both teams
started for Trinity. WRTC was collecting a total of 28 hits' on the
there; the wind was blowing out. A freezing afternoon. Wesleyan,
however, made only one error.
piece of cake? No way.
It was (again) the gloves that did That was the ball game.
it. The Trinity defense lost their
Act Two
chance for instant immortality
when they fell one short of tying
Medford, Mass., April 19, 1980:
the modem New England record
for errors in a game. The Bantam All throughout the first contest of
fielders, true to their form of 102 Trinity's doubleheader with Tufts
years ago, committed eleven trains travelled from left center to
miscues, accounting for fourteen right, aldig with the tracks beyond
bases and fourteen unearned runs, the fence in right-center field. As
as Wesleyan dumped their gues.ts ' Kevin Doyle went into his wind-up
to pitch to Chris Connors, the
from Hartford 18-10.
The afternoon was bitter cold
and windy, and the game went the Tufts right fielder, with the Banfull nine innings. Errors forced tams comfortably ahead 14-4,
Captain Lynch to throw seventy someone pointed to the outfield.
pitches, practically two-thirds of a "Look," he shouted, waving his
,

finger at the train. "That one's
going backwards." Travelling
backwards, caboose pulling engine,
the; train was symbolic of the
Jumbos' lost cause in that (for
them) haunting first game. Connors grounded out to Mike Shimeld
at third, and it was won.
Doyle was shaky in the second
and third frames, giving up four
runs. But when Trinity gave him a
lead, he felt the strength return. He
scattered four hits over the final .
four innings to get his first win of
the Spring.
Trinity got their first two runs in
the third, when freshman cen
terfielder Mike Elia hit a home run
over the leftfielder's head with Pete
Martin on first. They added two
more in the fourth, keyed by a
Jumbo error. But they struck oil in
the fifth.
. Alert baserunning by Bob
Almquist, followed by RBI singles
from Mike Shimeld, Steve Woods,
and Steve Guglielmo, saw five runs
light up for the Bantams, and Nick
Bordieri drove in the sixth of the
inning with a double, scoring
Guglielmo. Hits by Shimeld and
Tom Savage saw Trinity get two
more in the sixth, and a tw-> run
homer by Martin was just icing on
the cake.
In -the field Trinity was consistent, making just two errors. On
top of their 13 hits several Trinity
batters rifled shots that landed with
disturbing frequency in the outstretched gloves of Jumbo fielders.
But the Bantam bats kept blasting,
and Tufts's train rolled on back-

wards irito the afternoon.

It was the last of the last, with
Trinity leading 10-8. Lynch" struck
! Act Three
out the first batter he faced, but
(Later ;on the same afternoon): Shinetop of Tufts hit a one-run
Trinity snatched defeat from the homer with the count full, and
jaws of victory in the second game, Tufts was within one of a tie, two of
a tragic loss that only proves that a win. It was the top of the Jumbo
while Trinity baseball has come a order, and Steve, Sogard singled.
long way] it ain't out of the woods John Giusti then tripled, and the
yet.
game $as all knotted. Georgeau,
Going into the bottom of the a lefty batter, was at the plate for
fifth Trinity had a healthy 10-2 Tufts, and there was a runner at
lead, beb'ing some strong hitting third. Why wasn't the lefty brought
in? Coach Shults decided to go
and thej one-hit pitching of
freshman; Mike Shimeld. Then the with the Commander, and
roof fell in. On six hits and one Georgeau drove in the winning r,
Bantam error the Jumbos scored with a base hit. Bill • Lynch ,wM*
six in thefifthMb make it 10-8. Bill off the mound and sat down cm * e
Lynch was called in to put out the bench. There was blood on his face'
fire, and 'after a spate of wildness,
he got three outs in 'quick EPILOGUE- There were; hitting
succession to end the inning. But highlights to that. one too, Pete
Trinity was unable to put any more Martin clocked a Grand Slam home
runs on the board. A great play by run in the third, his second roundTufts second baseman Dave tripper of the day and only the
Shiuetop robbed Mike Elia of a fourth Grand Slam in Trinity
base hit, and Trinity went down in history. Todd Dagres had a two run
blast in the same frame. The team
the sixth.
Lynch looked strong in that is hitting brilliantly at a .292 team
frame. He gave up a hit to the Tufts pace, Frank Netcoh leads the team
third baseman, but it was sand- with a .464 mark, followed by Nick
wiched in between a couple of easy Bordieri at .437. Mike Eliar Peter
grounders to Tom Savage at Martin, Steve Guglielmo I who hit
second. Then the next batter lined the ball better than anyone against
Tufts, but often right to people).
out to Chuck Welsh at first, and
and Tom Savage are all over .300.
Lynch walked in towards the
Chuck Welsh, in his first full game,
bench. As he crossed the First'had two hits. Steve Woods is -out of
base path, the Tufts runner heading
his slump and Al Subbloie looks
back to his team bench elbowed better every day. No matter what
Lynch in the mouth, cutting his lip. their drawbacks, this year's BanA fracas ensued, but it was soon tam baseball team will definitely be
quelled, and Trinity took to the bat exciting and worth the watching.
10 no avail.
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Women's Lacrosse Battles Weather, UConn, Holyoke

ki

Things are said to get worse
before they get better and most
members of the Women's Varsity
Lacrosse team would probably
agree. After swallowing last week's
loss to Tufts, they were hoping to
turn things around in a week

packed with games. However, the
weather Gods were to play tricks on
the laxwomen before finally giving
them a perfect day Friday.
Last Monday, the Bantams were
scheduled to meet Conn College in
what was to be a "confdence-

building" contest. Monday morning's rain followed by threateninglooking clouds forced a postponement until April 30.
Thai gave both teams a day to
prepare for UConn, a team newly
placed on the schedule. Wednes-
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Senior Kathleen Fell [I.] scored the tying goal in the 8-8 UConn contest.

day's weather had a little bit of
everything mixed together — sun,
rain, wind and 35 degree temperature. The Varsity game started out
fast with a, quick goal by Laurie
Fergusson followed by one from
Lisa Nblen. However, as the
weather grew colder, so did the
Bantams. UConn countered with
three unanswered goals, two off of
free positions close to goal. At
halftime, the score was Trinity 5,
UConn 3. Coach Sheppard did her
best to rekindle" the fire in her
team, but it wasn't to be.
Sloppy play cost the Bantams
dearly as they relinquished their
halftime lead. The offense had
difficulty moving the ball around
theHuskies' defensive zone before
finally settling down in the last five
minutes. With less than two
minutes to play, UConn had an 8-7
lead\ and j was on an offensive
threat. Sally Larking and Lisa Halle
teamed with Ellen Nalle to break,
up a pass,pray and for a few tense
moments, the ball was loose
directly in front of the goal. Lisa
Parker got her stick on it and
passed it up to Fergusson who set
up Kathleen Fell for the tying goal.
The game ended at 8-8. Goalie
Anne Collins had some great saves
and was a bright spot in an
otherwise mediocre performance.
With a loss and a tie behind
them, the laxwomen were deter-

mined to change things around last
Friday for their home opener
against Mt. Holyoke College. A
combination of sunny weather, fan?
and the return of their old shirts,
prepared the team for a good
game.
Right away, things clicked for
the Bantams. Brilliant goals by
Dynamic Dottie Bundy, Nolen and
Fell started the offense going.
Beautiful passing and playmakiniL
by Katie Jebb and Eergusson
helped boost the score to 8-1 al
halftime.
• • ..
The second half was more
spectacular than the first, as
Trinity scoted nine more goals
compared to four for Mt. Holyoke.
Persistent work resulted in a goal
for defense wing Jane Dwight.
Sherry Benzel's consistent- play
kept things rolling for the Bantams.
Possibly the best thing about the
game was Trinity's tough defense.
It finally gelled and broke up mos(t
of Holyoke's scoring threats. Ellen
"Lizard-Man" Nalle aijd Chrissy
Masters both shone on "defense as
did Sally Larkin and Dwight. High
scorer for the day was Bundy with 5
goals, followed by Nolen with four.
The Varisty record now stands at
1-1-1. This week, the team takes on
Smith today at HOME, meets
Amherst on Thursday, and plays
arch-rival Yale at HOME on
Saturday. -i

Tennis Falls To
tit

Yale, MIT
by Dede Seeber
.\ as a niiiiv and dismal w r ,
as two of the scheduled matches
•were rained out and rescheduled
ihc other two matches, agamsi
Yale and MIT, were well-played
close contests, yet the Bantam*,
u-cre defeated in each by scores ol
b-3.
Tuesday, the Bantams travelled
to New Haven to take on the Elis ot
Yale University. Yale has trad)
tionally been a powerhouse in tlu
Icague, yet the Trin racquetmen
took three of the six matches
ending up on the tail end of the 6-3
final tally. Drew Hastings, the top
player, was the bright Spot''in; the
singles play, defeating Yale's #1 b>
a score of 7-5, 6-3. " <.
A1 the onset of the double5;
matches, the Bantams were down
4-2. The #3 doubles team of Roger
Knight and John Winkleman overcame their, opponents by a score of
6-4. 6-3. The #1 doubles slot,
occupied by Jamie Brown and John
Rexor, had a long, tough match,
being defeated by a score pf 6-4 in
thg..third set; trie #2 team of
Hastirigs-an'djjteve Solik also had a
three set battle, falling in the final
set by a score of 7-5. These two
close three-set matches could have
turned the final score around, had
the Bantam men been victorious.
Saturday, the Engineers from
MIT travelled to Hartford. The MIT
men proved to be too strong, as
they overcame the Trinity team 6-3.
Hastings, Brown and Rexor in the*1; #2 and- #3 positions, were
defeated, in well-played, exciting
matches. Winkleman, the #4 playei,'was victorious, as was Roger
Knight at #6. Hastings and Solik
overcame their opponents to provide Trin with their third win of the
day.

.

••'•.'•'-

Next week, the team has a full
schedule, playing four rriatches in
four days. Tuesday the Bantams
travel to Williams. Wednesday and
Thursday find the Trinity men at
home against Springfield and
Tufts, and Friday the Bantams are
away at UHart.

' The Women's JV Lacrosse, team
finished the week with a win and a
loss to bring; their record to 2-1.
The team fought the elements last
Wednesday in their 12-8 loss to
UConn. Freezing temperatures
hampered (he playing conditions.
Friday, brilliant passing and
playing b y all triggered a 15-3
victory over- Mt. Holyoke. Tough
defensive work by Sarah Clark and
Andrea Mooney along with the
great goalkeeping of Anne Madarasz kept Holyoke scoreless for
quite a while. The offense had a
balanced attack with goals coming
from Sorayaj Zarghami, Lisa Dono. hue, Melissa Gagen, Carol Passarelli and Shbila Newberry.
.

Golfers
Cnish
Wesleyan
Sherry Benzel [r.] played a key role in Trin's first win of the season over Mt. Holyoke.

JV Sports: The Week In Lax And Baseball
by Nancy Lucas
The JV Lacrosse team was
spearheaded by a potent attack,
consisting of George Hamilton,
Ward Classen and Rob "Ziggy"
Wendin, as they garnered two wins
in as many games last week, Also
to be commended for his fine play
in crucial situations was midfielder
Steve Yarnall.
On Tuesday, the JV Bants
travelled to Williams where they
whipped the hosts to the tune of
'9-3. Hamilton and Classen tallied
three apiece, while midisx Mike
Tucci, Bill Schaufler and Yarnall
filled out the scoring column. The
Trin team triumphed under a cloud
of questionable officiating and a
myriad of penalties assessed to
both teams. Sophomore goalie
Kevin Morse, playing in his first
lacrosse" game ever, braved the
openingrday jitters to come up with
six saves.

Saturday's game with Taft was a
lot closer, but with the same result
— Trin on top, 12-11-. -The
high-powered artack "of Classen,
Hamilton and Wendin (playing
'despite a sore hamstring) amassed
a total,of ten goals, six of which can
be attributed to Classen,
Theikey to this victory, however,
was the play of Steve Yarnall. With
the contest tied at 11, Yarnall won
the fa,ce-off, and passed off to midi
Ted Austin, who, with a quick stick
off thq crease, put the Bantams
ahead to stay with fifteen seconds
remaining. Yarnall again won the
face-off and retained possession til!
the! clock'ran out.
i
The freshman defensive corps —
Chris Delaney, Jim Frederick and
Kevin ",0'Callaghan, playing'\his
first year of lacrosse -— helped out
offensively with their consistent
clears. > . The JV Baseball team started out
the week on an up note with an 8-1

victory oVer Hotchkiss on the road
only to suffer two losses, at the
hands of Coast Guard and Thames
Valley, at home.
*
. Balanced'hitting, highlighted by
a home run l from DH Brian'
Dorman, led the Bants over the
Hotchkiss team last Wednesday.
Freshman,pitcher Jim Murren was
deserving of his one-run win.
i
Centerfielder
Sean
Darby's
home run was one of few bright "
spots for the Bantams as they were
downed by Coast Guard on Thursday, 14-7. •
•
Thames Valley scored eight runs
in the last inning,to counter Trin's
six and triumph by a 12-6 tally.
Right fielder Ralph Cecere hit well
for the Bantams, driving in a home
run in the see-saw scoring battle.
Worthy of mention is shortstop
Chuck Guck, whose fine play
colored what amounted to a dismal
week for the JV Nine.

In only the second match of the
season the Bantam linksters, led by
a somewhat dazed John O'Connell,
had a better-than-expected showing. Although losing to a very
experienced Coast Guard squad,
the Bantams held together in this
tri-match to soundly defeat a
susceptible Wesleyan group.
'Johnny 0 ' , playing in the
number one spot, surrendered, all
three points-to 'The1 Guard', while
playing well enough to break even
by defeating his Wesleyan opponent, Playing at' number two
Co-Captain Rob Golding.lost Iwo
hard-fought matches on t h c T ' t h
hole, as he fell victim to the
Farmirigton condominiums.
Dave Congdon and Joe Upton,
part of the dazed Psi U contingent,
held tough and soundly defeated
both their opponents. Newcomers
Rob Rosner and Ben Procter
rounded out the group with two
convincing wins over the Cardinals,
while narrowly falling victim fo
their Coast Guard opponents,
All in all it was an optimistic
showing, as the Bantams evened
their record at 2-2, Stay tuned as
the Trinity linksters tee-off' at •
Amhersl and Williams this week.
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Sports
Men's Lax Suffers OT Loss In 2-1 Week
b> Nancy Lucas

tied with the Crusaders 7-7 at the
half. Goalie Gregg Caserta, not
playing in his usual fine form (he
came up with 16 saves against
Williams), was replaced at halftime
by Bob Mostertz, who came up
with some key saves late in the
game to stave off a Holy Cross,
comeback, Growney had another
fine day, scoring five of Trin's 16
goals and contributing assists on
five more.,-. Freshman attackman
Mike Brigham played perhaps his
finest game to date, and chalked up
four goals to make his presence
felt. Bob Plumb continued with his
consistent three-goal performance,
even though he suffered a hamstring injury early in the second
half. Linemate Peter Duncan
scored the first Bantam goal, and
added another later in the contest.
All in all, it was the fine second
period that ma'de the game a
runaway for the Bantams.
The Bants engaged in an allaround -good game against the
Engineers of MIT on a beautiful
Saturday afternoon to close out
their week. With the possible
exception of the first period, when
Trin had much difficulty clearing and was soundly beaten on
ground bails, the team played the
aggressive confident lacrosse that
has been the bane of opposing
teams for the past few weeks.
-S!
The scoring was balanced, with *
only Growney (3) and Brigham (2) *
scoring more than one goal in the ,
11-5 win. Jamie Birmingham, who *
has become a dependable feeder ^
from behind the net (he ammassed
eight assists throughout the week),
tallied for Trin, as did Jim Samsel,
Steve Stuart and Peter Miller (all
their first of the season). Duncan
and Plumb, not playing up to par
due to leg injuries, also added one
apiece. Defenseman Bob Shaw,
clearing well for the Bantams all
season long, led a fast break and
passed off to Growney, garnering
his first point of the year since
Growney, needless to say, scored
on the play.

The Men's Varsity Lacrosse
team suffered iis first and only loss
of th-e season in a tense overtime
battle at Williams that ended in a
14-IJ score. The rest of the week
saw the Bantams roll over both
Holy Cross and MIT to bring their
record to 5-1..
It took the Bantams a little over
six minutes to score the first point
against the perennially tough Ephmeri of Williams.'Scott Growney,
who finished the day with six goals
and three assists, nabbed the
premier tally off a pass from,
captain Doug Bennett. Then
followed the see-saw scoring battle
that characterized the entire
contest. One team would get ahead
only to be tied moments later. The
BHntams came on especially strong
at the end of each period. During
the final minute of the third
quarter, for example. Bob Plumb
and Growney scored fifteen
seconds apart to bring Trin within
one at the quarter's close, ]0-9.
It was during the fourth period
that the Bants played some of their
finest lacrosse, Off the opening
face-off. Craig Vought led a fast
break to tally and cause a stalemate
at It). After the teams notched one
goal apiece. Growney scored his
sixth to put the Bants ahead by one
with .six minutes remaining, With
less than five minutes to play, the
hosts tallied twice in 21 seconds to
put the lead in purple hands once
aiiain. But Captain Bennett twisted
and turned his way through the
. Williams defense to fire the tying
' goal past the goalie and send the
game into overtime.
The Ephmen gained quick
control off the face-off to start the
CTT period, and never relinquished
that control, scoring at !:47 of the
first overtime to take the easiersaid-than-done
victory, The
Bantams performed quite admirably, without the awe that used
to accompany them every time
they took the field opposite the
strong Williams team. With the
awareness that Williams can be
Defensively, the Bantams were
beaten. Trin has vi. 'cms of revenge sharp, holding MIT's big gun to a
in the upcoming playoffs, where scoreless game and the team to
they hope to meet the Ephmen for only five goals', shutting them out
the second year in a row.
completely in the second period.
In order to get to the playoffs, Goalie Caserta made many impreshowever, the Bantams still have a sive, almost impossible, saves,
lot of regular season game-playing -totalling eighteen on the day.
to consider. Holy Cross was not as
much of a threat, and possibly for Shaw, Bill Miller, Matt Smith, John
this reason, the Trin team was less
concerned than they should have
cont, on p. 13
been, and they found themselves

Third-year midfielder Tom Chase played perhaps his finest lacrosse in the Williams contest,
garnering a goal in the process.
photo by Mary'Lee Sole

An unidentified flying Bantam loses the ball as he meets Holy Cross tri-captain Joe Ross head on.
Waiting for the ground ball are Bants [1. to r.] Jim Samsel, Doug Bennett, and Bob Shaw.

Botn Mike Brigham and Scott Growney on attack contributed fine performances against the Crusaders o f Holy Cross. Here, Brigham scores' his fourth of four goals [I.],
while Growney |r.| tallied five of his own on his way (o a ten-point game.
.
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